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ABSTRACT 

 
Over the last years, online learning has gained significant popularity, and this trend is expected 
to continue in the future. Online learning is a multi-dimensional activity where each dimension 
should be adequately supported by an online learning system to provide a fruitful learning 
experience to its users.  
 
Similar to online learning, a particular approach in the way systems are designed has gained 
increasing popularity over the last years as a result of the emergence of the computer network. 
Systems have started to be envisioned as integrated collections of components that are deployed 
over the network. This network-centric approach addresses some of the issues that are not 
directly addressed by the traditional architectural design approaches. We believe that such an 
approach can be employed for the architectural design of online learning environments (OLEs) 
where different dimensions of online learning are addressed by different components residing on 
the network.  
 
This thesis presents a network-centric system architecture for OLEs. The architecture is based on 
the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm and web services. The proposed architecture 
is described using a number of Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) 
representations. We also developed a quality model for OLEs and evaluated the architecture 
using this quality model.     
 
We believe that this research is an important first step in reconciling those two emerging ideas, 
namely online learning and network-centric architecture. This reconciliation is important as the 
flexible nature of SOA can be very useful in creating OLEs that address a wide variety of user 
needs. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

The emergence of the computer network is creating a paradigm shift in the way software systems 
are designed. Fueled by the advancements in the area of computer networks and their increasing 
pervasiveness, systems are now being envisioned as integrated sets of components that are 
deployed over networks. Being the most widely used network today, the Internet is also 
becoming the basis of software systems that are built on top of it. Standards for these systems are 
being established, and the architectural styles are becoming increasingly mature. These standards 
and styles can be employed for designing systems for a variety of purposes, education being one 
of them. The increasing demand to a particular field in education, namely online learning, makes 
it necessary to reconcile those emerging standards and architectural styles with the systems used 
for online learning.  This section introduces some of the key concepts that provide the necessary 
background for achieving this goal. 
 
1.1 Online Learning Environments 
 
An online learning environment (OLE) is an integrated set of software tools that are accessible 
through a computer-based network and is used for delivering courses entirely on the world wide 
web (online), or enhancing traditional face-to-face (i.e. classroom-based) courses. In that respect, 
an OLE is composed of course management tools (e.g. gradebook tools, announcement tools, 
calendar tools) that enable the instructor to administer a course, along with other tools that are 
necessary for the online delivery of a course, such as audio and videoconforencing tools, 
collaborative work and learning tools, and online assessment and assignment tools.  
 
Online learning has gained widespread popularity in recent years. A recent survey study [Sloan 
2006] among the higher education institutions in the United States published by the SLOAN 
Consortium [Sloan 2007] shows that more than half of the institutions with 7500+ students offer 
online degrees, and the overall percentage of institutions offering online courses are significant, 
as shown in Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. Percentage of Online Offerings in Fall 2005 
 
                 Enrollment 
       Type                    

Under 
1500 

1500 - 2999 3000 - 7499 7500 - 14999 15000+ 

Online Program 17.0% 28.0% 44.4% 52.7% 64.6% 

Courses Only 23.2% 39.1% 40.2% 37.5% 31.6% 

No Online 59.8% 32.9% 15.4% 9.8% 3.8% 

 
 
Furthermore, comparison with the studies from the previous years [Sloan 2003, 2004, 2005] 
shows that the total number of online learners (i.e. students who are taking at least one online 
course) has been growing steadily (see Table 2), and is expected to continue growing in the 
future [Sloan 2006].  
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Table 2. Number and Percentage of Increase of Online Learners 
 

 Number of Online Learners Increase from Previous Year 

Fall 2002 1,602, 970 N/A 

Fall 2003 1,971,397 22.9% 

Fall 2004 2,329,783 18.2% 

Fall 2005 3,180,050 36.5% 

 
 
The high demand for online learning translates to a high demand for OLEs as an OLE is 
necessary to be able to deliver a course online. As a result, there are various commercial and 
non-commercial online learning systems available today, and the remainder of this section 
introduces some of them. 
   
1.1.1 Blackboard Learning System 
 
Blackboard Learning System [Blackboard 2007b] is a commercial online learning system that is 
produced by Blackboard Inc. [Blackboard 2007a]. Blackboard Learning System is essentially a 
web-based client/server system that is installed on the server of an institution and is used by 
instructors for administering the delivery of their courses online.  
 
The capabilities of the Blackboard Learning System are grouped under three core areas: 
instruction capabilities, communication capabilities, and assessment capabilities. 
 
The instruction capabilities are mainly used for course management. The content authoring tool 
facilitates the instructor in creating the course content, such as the syllabus and the reading 
materials. Learning units enable the instructor to create sequenced lessons and control student 
navigation through those lessons. Teaching and learning tools are used by the instructor to create 
term definition lists (i.e. glossaries) and communicate staff information. They also feature the 
electric blackboard, which is a tool used for writing notes that can be viewed and edited later on. 
Personal information management tools are used for the instructors and students to manage their 
work, with features such as calendar creation and task addition. 
 
The communication capabilities are used by the instructor and students to discuss issues online, 
schedule collaborative sessions, and perform group work. The discussion board is used for 
threaded discussions. The group project tool is used by the instructor to create students groups 
with each group having its own file exchange area. The virtual classroom/collaboration tool 
provides live and synchronous interaction, through a text-based chat environment and a 
collaborative whiteboard. 
 
The assessment capabilities provide tools to the instructor for evaluating student learning. The 
assessment and survey tools allow the instructor to create and deliver online assessments and 
surveys. The assignment tool allows the instructor to create and deliver online assignments 
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which the students can answer through the tool.  The gradebook tool is used by the instructor for 
storing grades and by the students for viewing their grades. 
 
1.1.2 Moodle 
 
Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) [Moodle 2007] is an open 
source online learning system. It is licensed under the GNU General Public License [GNU 2006] 
and continues as a free software project supported by a team of developers and the user 
community all over the world.  
 
Similar to the Blackboard Learning System, Moodle is a web-based client/server system that is 
installed by the institutions on their servers and used by the instructors for administering the 
delivery of their courses online.  
 
Moodle is guided by the so-called “social constructionist” philosophy of learning [Moodle 
2006]. This philosophy is based on the idea of constructionism, which asserts that learning is 
“particularly effective when constructing something for others to experience” [Moodle 2006]. 
Social constructionism extends the idea of constructionism into a social group constructing 
things for one another, collaboratively creating a small culture of shared artifacts with shared 
meanings.  According to this idea, the role of the instructor translates from being the sole source 
and disseminator of knowledge to being an influencer and role model of class culture, connecting 
with students in a personal way, addressing their learning needs, and moderating discussions and 
activities “in a way that collectively leads students towards the learning goals of the class” 
[Moodle 2006]. Moodle does not enforce this style of behavior but its developer community 
states that it is most effective when used with this philosophy in mind.  
 
Moodle is composed of different modules containing different features for the instructors and 
students to use. The assignment module is used by the instructor to upload assignments and by 
the students to submit answers to them. Chat module is used for synchronous text-based chatting. 
Choice module is used for creating polls that can be used by the instructor for getting students’ 
votes or feedback on a particular issue. Forum module is used for threaded discussions. Glossary 
module is used by the instructor for creating a glossary for the course. Lesson module provides a 
series of pages that can be presented in a linear fashion, in a non-linear, branching fashion, or in 
a combination of two. The pages allow the student to branch out to different pages based on 
his/her choices or answers to directed questions.  Quiz module is used for creating and delivering 
online quizzes. Resource module is used for storing documents of a course in different formats 
such as Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and Adobe Flash. Survey module is used by the instructor 
to create surveys and by the students to fill them out. Wiki module enables the creation of wikis. 
Workshop module allows the peer assessment of documents, under the guidance of the 
instructor.  
 
1.1.3 Sakai  
 
Sakai [Sakai 2007a] is an open source collaboration and learning environment for education. It is 
licensed under the Educational Community License [OSI 2007] and continues as a free software 
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project that is supported by more than 70 institutions. Institutions from all over the world have 
their own versions of Sakai currently installed and being maintained [Sakai 2007b].  
 
Similar to the Blackboard Learning System and Moodle, Sakai is a web-based client/server 
system that is installed by the institutions on their servers and used by the instructors for 
administering the delivery of their courses online.  
 
Sakai is a tool-oriented system and Sakai developers in different institutions are improving 
existing tools or creating new tools to be added to the upcoming releases of Sakai. An instructor 
can choose among the different tools that are included in the deployed version of Sakai in his/her 
institution for using in the environment of his/her course. Not all of the tools are included as core 
components in Sakai releases, but they are used in different Sakai implementations in different 
institutions.  
 
The announcements tool is used by the instructor to post announcements to the class. The chat 
room and discussion tools are used for unstructured synchronous and structured asynchronous 
communication, respectively. The assignment tool is for creating and uploading assignments by 
the instructor, and for submitting answers to them by the students. The drop box tool allows the 
students and instructors to share documents in private areas. The gradebook tool is used for 
storing grades of students by the instructor, and for viewing their grades by the students. The 
lesson modules are used for creating sequenced web pages of content, similar to the lesson 
module in Moodle. The news tool is used by a Sakai worksite to display Really Simple 
Syndication (RSS) feeds. The resources tool is used by the students and instructors to make 
documents online and is used for collaboration in Sakai. Schedule tool is used by the students 
and instructors to organize their schedule in a calendar format. Synoptic tools display recent 
information (e.g. recent announcements, recent discussions) to a user when s/he logs into the 
home page of a particular worksite.  
 
 
1.2 Service-Oriented Architecture and Web Services 
 
This section first describes the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Then web services and 
various web services standards are introduced.  
 
1.2.1 Service-Oriented Architecture  
 
An SOA is an architecture that is composed of loosely coupled services that have network 
addressable interfaces and work in cooperation by exchanging messages to support the 
requirements of business processes and users [He 2003].   
 
Services are the building blocks of an SOA. A service provides an implementation of a particular 
piece of business functionality, and has a published interface that can be discovered and used by 
service consumers. Services in an SOA can be implemented in different platforms but they are 
expected to be interoperable; meaning that they should adhere to communication standards so 
that messages can be exchanged properly between them over the network.  
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Apart from being interoperable, services are expected to possess several other characteristics 
[Krishnamurthy 2007]. A service should be discoverable, meaning that it should publish its 
definition and capabilities in a service directory which can be queried by service consumers. 
Services should be loosely coupled, meaning that they should “maintain a relationship that 
minimizes dependencies and only requires that they maintain an awareness of each other” [Erl 
2005]. Services should be composable, meaning that a service can use a combination of other 
services to provide its functionality, and can take part in such a composition. Services should be 
reusable, meaning that the service interface and functionality should be defined in the 
appropriate granularity level to promote reuse. Services should be autonomous, meaning that 
they need to have complete control over the functionality they provide. Services should be 
encapsulated and abstract, meaning that the service should clearly separate the interface it 
publishes to the outside world from how the interface is implemented within the service, and do 
not make the implementation details available to the outside world.  
 
SOA is not bound to a particular technology as an SOA can be realized using different 
technologies such as the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [OMG 2007], 
Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) [Microsoft 2007a], and web services [W3C 
2006a].  However, web services is the most commonly used technology today as the web 
services standards have gained broad industry acceptance, and the architecture proposed in this 
research is based on the web services standards. The next section introduces web services and 
various web services standards. 
 
1.2.2 Web Services 
 
According to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [W3C 2007], a web service is defined as 
follows: “A web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-
machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable 
format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the web service in a manner prescribed 
by its description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HyperText Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP) with an Extensible Markup Language (XML) serialization in conjunction with other 
web-related standards.”  
 
Recently, web services have gained significant popularity as there is a wide industry-level 
agreement on the web services standards. Therefore, web services today are commonly used to 
realize an SOA. Web services standards are introduced next.  
 

1.2.2.1 Web Services Standards 
The web services standards commonly used today include Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) for messaging, Web Services Description Language (WSDL) for web service 
description, Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) for web service publishing 
and discovery, Web Services Policy (WS-Policy) for web service policy declarations, and Web 
Services Security (WS-Security) for secure communication. 
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1.2.2.1.1 SOAP 
 
SOAP is the protocol for exchanging XML-based messages between web services over a 
network. Originally, SOAP was an acronym for Simple Object Access Protocol, but the acronym 
was dropped with Version 1.2 [W3C 2003b], which is also a W3C standard now. 
 
SOAP uses an application layer Internet protocol as its transport protocol. It can be used with 
different application layer protocols such as HTTP, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), and 
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME). Currently, HTTP is the most commonly used 
one as it works well with today’s Internet infrastructure.  
 
SOAP itself does not define any application semantics such as the programming model or 
implementation specific details, but rather defines the mechanism for expressing application 
semantics by providing a modular packaging model and encoding mechanisms for the data in 
these modules [XML.org 2006]. A SOAP message is encoded as an XML document consisting 
of an <Envelope> element, which contains an optional <Header> element, and a mandatory 
<Body> element. The <Body> element can also contain a <Fault> element within itself.  The 
<Envelope> element is the root element of every SOAP message. The <Header> element is used 
to pass application-specific information that can be processed by the intermediate nodes along 
the way from the message sender to the message recipient. The <Body> element is mandatory 
and contains the actual message intended for the message recipient. The <Fault> element is used 
to carry error and status information within a SOAP message.   
 
1.2.2.1.2 WSDL 
 
WSDL is an XML-based language used for describing web services [W3C 2001]. New WSDL 
version is under development and is expected to become a W3C standard upon completion.  
 
WSDL specifies the operations provided by a web service and how to communicate with it to use 
those operations. WSDL defines a web service as a collection of network endpoints called ports. 
A port is bound to a concrete network address and specifies the collection of operations 
accessible through itself. A port is analogous to a function library in a traditional programming 
language and an operation is analogous to a function. For each operation, the nature of the data 
exchanged with it is specified using message and type abstractions. A message defines the data 
elements of an operation and can consist of one or more parts. A part is analogous to the 
parameters and return values of a function call in a traditional programming language. The data 
types of those parts are specified using the type definitions in WSDL.  
 
1.2.2.1.3 UDDI 
 
UDDI is an XML-based registry used by the service providers to publish them and by the service 
consumers to discover those service providers [OASIS 2004]. UDDI is an Organization for the 
Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) [OASIS 2006a] standard. 
 
An UDDI registry can be queried using SOAP messages and retrieves the WSDL definitions of 
the services published in it. An UDDI registry can be public or private. Initially, UDDI was 
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envisioned to be one public registry where all the web services are to be published. However, 
this has proved infeasible and now many organizations maintain their own private UDDI 
registries. 
 
A UDDI business registration consists of three components: white pages, yellow pages, and 
green pages [UDDI.org 2002]. White pages contain the address, contact, and known identifiers; 
yellow pages contain the industrial categorizations based on the standard taxonomies; and the 
green pages contain technical information about the services exposed. 
   
1.2.2.1.4 WS-Policy 
 
WS-Policy provides an XML-based grammar for expressing the policies, requirements, and 
constraints of web services [IBM et al. 2006].  
 
WS-Policy defines each policy to be a collection of policy alternatives, each of which in turn is a 
collection of policy assertions [IBM et al. 2006].  Some policy assertions specify requirements 
and capabilities, such as the authentication scheme, transport protocol selection; whereas some of 
them specify policies that can be used in properly selecting and using the service, such as the 
privacy policy and quality of service characteristics.  
 
A policy assertion identifies a behavior that is a requirement (or a capability) of a policy subject. 
A policy subject can be any entity with which a policy can be associated, such as an endpoint, 
message, resource, or interaction. A policy alternative is a collection of zero or more policy 
assertions. A policy alternative with zero assertions indicates no behavior [IBM et al. 2006]. A 
policy is a collection of zero or more policy alternatives. A policy with zero alternatives contains 
no choices; a policy with one or more alternatives indicates choice in requirements (or 
capabilities) within the policy [IBM et al. 2006]. 
 
When a service requester wants to communicate with a service provider, it may choose any of 
the alternatives specified in the policy declaration of the provider since each of these 
configurations is valid. A policy assertion is said to be supported by the service requester if and 
only if the requester satisfies the requirement (or accommodates the capability) corresponding to 
the assertion [IBM et al. 2006]. Similarly, a policy alternative is said to be supported by the 
service requester if and only if the requester supports all the assertions in the alternative. Finally, 
a policy is said to be supported by the service requester if and only if the requester supports at 
least one of the alternatives in the policy.   
 
The policy declarations of a service are associated with its WSDL definitions using the WS-
PolicyAttachment standards [W3C 2006b]. WS-PolicyAttachment defines ways to attach policy 
declarations of services to their WSDL definitions. 
 
1.2.2.1.5 WS-Security 
 
WS-Security is the OASIS standard that has been defined to build security into web services 
communication [OASIS 2006b]. WS-Security is concerned in three aspects of security in web 
services: authentication, message integrity, and message confidentiality.  
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Authentication is used to ensure that the services taking part in a transaction are really who they 
claim to be; thus a proof of identity is required [Adams 2004]. The proof can be claimed in 
different ways, such as providing a username and password pair, or using certificates issued from 
trusted certificate authorities. Currently, there are different certificate authorities that issue 
certificates, such as VeriSign, GeoTrust, and Comodo. 
 
Message integrity is the property that the message has not been modified on its way to the 
intended destination [OASIS 2006b]. Message integrity makes sure that the message has not 
been altered or corrupted during transmission from the sending service to the receiving service. 
 
Finally, message confidentiality is the property that the message is not made available to 
unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes [OASIS 2006b]. 
 
To be able to achieve these three properties, WS-Security employs a process that uses both 
asymmetric algorithms and symmetric algorithms [Adams 2004]. The difference between a 
symmetric and an asymmetric algorithm is the number of cryptographic keys each uses. A 
cryptographic key is a piece of information that specifies the particular transformation of plain 
text (i.e. raw data) into cipher text (i.e. encrypted data) during encryption, and vice versa during 
decryption. A symmetric encryption algorithm uses the same key for both encrypting and 
decrypting the data. On the other hand, an asymmetric algorithm uses two types of keys: a 
private key and a public key. The private key is not known to anyone other than the owner of the 
key, whereas the public key may be widely distributed. A message encrypted by a service’s 
public key cannot be decrypted by anyone except the service possessing the corresponding 
private key. This property is used in public key encryption. A message signed by a service’s 
private key can be verified by anyone who has access to the corresponding public key. This 
property is used in digital signatures. 
 
The cryptography algorithms can be used together with digital signatures to fulfill the three 
goals. A digital certificate is issued by a trusted certificate authority and it binds the identity of 
an entity (i.e. a service) to a pair of public and private keys. A digital certificate can be used to 
verify that a certain public or private key belongs to a particular service.  This verification is 
done by using the “root certificate” of the certificate authority and any service that needs to 
verify a certificate should store the root certificate of the corresponding authority. X.509 [ITU-T 
2005] of the ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [ITU-T 2007] is the most 
commonly used digital certificate standard today.  
 
The public key of the digital certificate of the service provider should be stored by the service 
requester before a secure communication between them is initiated. Also, each service should 
store the root certificate of the authority providing the certificate of the other service. Before 
sending the message, the service requester signs the SOAP message by using the private key of 
its certificate. This signature is added to the message, as well as the certificate itself. Then the 
message is encrypted by a symmetric algorithm using a key that can be generated randomly. 
Finally, this key is encrypted asymmetrically using the public key of the service provider and 
added to the message. This schema ensures message confidentiality since a third party possibly 
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intercepting the message can not decrypt the message to view its content. Then the message is 
sent to the service provider. 
 
Upon receiving the message, the service provider first retrieves the private key of its own digital 
certificate and with this key, decrypts the shared key using an asymmetric algorithm. After the 
shared key is retrieved, the message is decrypted symmetrically using that key. Since the entire 
message is now open, the service provider can retrieve the public key of the service requester 
from the digital certificate it had added to the message. Using this public key, the service 
provider tries to verify the signature. Since the entire message was signed by the service 
requester, this may only fail if the message has been altered in some way (i.e. message integrity 
is lost) and in this case the message needs to be rejected. If the verification is successful, this 
means that the message integrity is preserved and the service requester actually signed the 
message. This authenticates the message’s origin since only the sender who owns the certificate 
has access to the private key that is used to sign the message, whose identity can be verified by 
using the root certificate of the certificate authority. 
 
1.3 Statement of the Problem  
 
Online learning is a multi-dimensional activity and each dimension should be satisfied properly 
to achieve success in the online learning process. The role of an OLE therefore is to provide the 
appropriate tools to support each of those dimensions. In that sense, it is important for an OLE to 
be as extensive as possible in functionality so that the requirements and needs of its users can be 
fully met.   
 
This extensiveness can be achieved by providing the tools of an OLE as reusable services 
accessible over a network. This way, an OLE can be composed by choosing among the different 
services to satisfy the different dimensions of online learning based on the needs and 
requirements of its users. Therefore, a network-centric system architecture that realizes this goal 
by facilitating the administration and communication among those services needs to be 
developed.    
 
Secondly, the developed network-centric system architecture should be evaluated in terms of its 
quality. Therefore, a quality model for OLEs needs to be created for using in the evaluation of 
the developed architecture.  
 
1.4 Statement of Objectives 
 
The primary objective of this research is to develop a network-centric system architecture for 
OLEs. This architecture is described both in terms of the architectural components and the 
possible services that can be part of the architecture. The secondary objective is to evaluate this 
developed architecture in terms of its quality. To be able to do this, a quality model for OLEs 
should be developed.  
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1.5 Overview of Thesis 
 
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the quality model developed for OLEs. 
Chapter 3 describes the proposed network-centric system architecture for OLEs. Chapter 4 
evaluates the proposed architecture using the quality model developed. Finally, Chapter 5 
provides concluding remarks, states the contributions, and describes future work.  
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CHAPTER 2:  OLE QUALITY MODEL 

OLE quality is the degree to which the OLE possesses a desired set of characteristics. We 
developed a quality model representing those characteristics (also called quality attributes or 
quality indicators) in a hierarchical manner as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. OLE Quality Model 
 
 
Quality is a soft concept that cannot be assessed directly. Therefore, we decompose it into a set 
of quality indicators at level 1 to assess it indirectly. A level 1 indicator that cannot be assessed 
directly is decomposed further into indicators at level 2. Similarly, a level 2 indicator that cannot 
be assessed directly is decomposed further into indicators at level 3. This decomposition 
continues until all leaf indicators are directly assessable. The decomposition forms an acyclic 
graph in which an indicator can influence more than one other indicator in the hierarchy, that is, 
an indicator can have multiple parent indicators. Our quality model depicted in Figure 1 shows 
only the higher level quality indicators, which are defined below. 
 
Accessibility is (a) the degree to which the OLE enables its users to easily locate its components 
in a non-sequential manner or by using an advanced search capability, and (b) the degree to 
which the OLE is usable by as many people as possible including those with disabilities. 
 
Assessment Quality is the degree to which the OLE provides effective methods (e.g., 
assignments, exercises, quizzes, exams) for testing student learning in formative and summative 
manners with sufficient validity and reliability.  
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Assessment Validity is the degree to which an assessment measures what it is intended to 
measure.  
 
Assessment Reliability is the degree to which an assessment consistently achieves the same 
results with the same (or similar) cohort of students. 
 
Collaboration Quality is the degree to which the OLE enables the students in a course to work 
together. Forums, discussion boards, chat rooms, and certain collaborative applications (e.g. 
shared whiteboards) are typically used to enable collaboration among the students and teaching 
staff.  
  
Communication Quality is the degree to which the OLE facilitates communication among the 
students and teaching staff. Communication between the instructor and a student, and 
communication among students can be achieved using data (e.g., email, instant messaging), 
voice, and video. 
 
Composability is the degree to which the OLE provides recombinant components (e.g., web 
services, web-based tools, and web-based content) that can be selected and assembled by an 
instructor in various combinations to satisfy specific user requirements. 
 
Content Quality is the degree to which the OLE provides content, which is accurate, 
comprehensive, detailed, structured, state-of-the-art, unambiguous, and understandable. 
 
Context Awareness Quality is the degree to which the OLE provides information about what 
currently connected students are doing and what is happening day to day within the online course 
so as to give the feeling to a student that he or she is part of a community and to prevent the 
student’s feeling of isolation. 
 
Course Management Quality is the degree to which the OLE provides all of the functionality 
needed by an instructor to manage an online course. 
 
Customizability is the degree to which the OLE enables the change of the appearance of the user 
interface (UI) such as (a) selecting toolbars, navigation bars, and other UI widgets from a list of 
available ones and specifying their positions on the UI, (b) selecting and rearranging menu 
commands, (c) setting UI default values, (e) setting the sizes and styles of UI icons and fonts, 
and (f) setting options for different functionalities such as editing, printing, security control, and 
checking for spelling and grammar. 
 
Dependability is the degree to which the OLE (a) delivers services when requested, (b) delivers 
services as specified, and (c) protects itself against accidental or deliberate intrusion. 
 
Availability is the probability that the OLE is operational at the time the user wants to use it. 
Availability refers to the ability of the OLE to deliver services when requested. 
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Reliability is the degree to which the OLE performs its required functions without failure under 
prescribed conditions in a specified period of time for a specific purpose. Reliability refers to the 
ability of the OLE to deliver services as specified. 
 
Security is the degree to which the OLE provides protection and authentication of information in 
transit or stationary, as well as the confidentiality of sensitive information. Security refers to the 
ability of the OLE to protect itself against accidental or deliberate intrusion. 
 
Learning Effectiveness is the degree to which the OLE improves the student’s capability to learn. 
Employing active learning such as “learning by doing,” interacting with an animation, and live 
exercises enables students to learn more effectively. For example, a sorting algorithm can be 
taught by textually describing the steps. In this passive learning approach, the student reads the 
text and tries to learn the algorithm. An improvement to learning can be made by animating the 
steps of the algorithm and visually showing how the algorithm works step by step. This would be 
the “watch and learn” passive approach. The active learning can be achieved by enabling the 
student to interact with a live animation of the algorithm and actively participate in the learning 
process. The capability of an OLE to provide such active learning determines its learning 
effectiveness. 
 
Performance is the degree to which the OLE executes its work in a speedy, efficient, and 
productive manner. 
 
Efficiency is the degree to which the OLE fulfills its purpose without waste of resources. 
 
Algorithmic Efficiency is the degree to which the algorithms used in the OLE provide the optimal 
execution time. 
 
Architectural Efficiency is the degree to which the OLE is structured in the most efficient 
manner. 
  
Resource Use Efficiency is the degree to which the OLE fulfills its purpose without waste of 
resources such as processor time, main memory, storage, and network bandwidth. 
 
Response Time is the time it takes for the OLE to respond after a user interface element is 
activated. Response time is affected by the network speed as well as hardware speed. 
 
Supportability is the degree to which the OLE can be enabled to continue its operation 
successfully. 
 
Adaptability is the ease with which the OLE can be modified to satisfy changing requirements. 
 
Conformity is the degree to which the OLE adheres to standards and conventions. 
 
Extensibility is the degree to which the OLE (a) is capable of growing by including more and a 
greater diversity of components, and (b) facilitates the extension of its capabilities by modifying 
current features or adding new features. 
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Interoperability is the degree to which the OLE can exchange data with the web services, 
software tools, and systems with which it is interconnected, and be able to use the data that has 
been exchanged. 
 
Maintainability is the degree to which the OLE facilitates changes for: 
 

• adaptations required as the OLE’s external environment evolves (adaptive maintenance),  
• fixing bugs and making corrections (corrective maintenance),  
• enhancements brought about by changing user requirements (perfective maintenance), 

and  
• preventing potential problems or for reengineering (preventive maintenance). 

 
Scalability is the degree to which the OLE working well under light loads will continue to 
function correctly as its workload (e.g., number of users, size of network, and amount of 
processing) is increased within anticipated limits. 
 
Ubiquity is the degree to which the OLE can be used with any device with a digital heartbeat 
such as cellular smart phone, desktop computer, handheld computer, kiosk machine, laptop 
computer, and personal digital assistant. 
 
Usability is the degree to which the OLE can easily be employed for its intended uses. The 
following influences OLE usability: 
 

• Ease of Learning is the ease with which the OLE can be learned. 
• User Error Rate is the number of errors committed by the user per unit time. 
• User Retention Over Time is the degree to which the users maintain their knowledge of 

the OLE usage over a period of time. 
• User Satisfaction is the degree to which the user is satisfied with the OLE. 
• User Task Performance Speed is the degree to which the user can quickly perform tasks. 
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CHAPTER 3:  PERVASIVE SERVICE-ORIENTED 
ARCHITECTURE FOR OLEs 

This chapter describes the proposed Pervasive Service-Oriented Architecture (PSOA) for OLEs. 
The first section specifies the different services that can be used in the OLE PSOA. The second 
section describes the OLE PSOA by using a number of DoD Architecture Framework (DoDAF) 
representations [DoDAF 2004a, b, c]. 
 
3.1 OLE PSOA Services 
 
An OLE PSOA is composed of different services, each providing a different functionality to the 
instructors and students. There are four types of services: 
 

• Application services are web-based applications that provide their own user interfaces 
and are accessible by the instructors and students through their web browsers.   

• Data services are the ones that provide access to data stored in databases. They do not 
provide graphical user interfaces and do communicate with the other services only 
through web services interfaces. 

• Pure web services are the ones that provide certain capabilities, and similar to the data 
services, only communicate through web services interfaces and do not provide any user 
interfaces. The only difference between a web service and a data service is that the 
former provides functionality, while the latter provides data to other services. 

• Mobile information services are the ones that make it possible for the mobile devices with 
browsing capabilities to use other services by providing data in formats that are 
understandable and digestible by those devices. They also enable one-way 
communication with mobile devices that do not have browsing capabilities. 

 
Even though they are different types of services, when they need to communicate with each 
other, they do it using web services standards. For example, when an application service needs 
some data from a data service, it first sends a SOAP request message over HTTP to the data 
service, which upon receiving this message, parses it, retrieves the requested data from the 
database, and sends it back to the application service in a SOAP response message over HTTP.   
 
Following is a list of services that can be present in the OLE PSOA. Each service is described in 
terms of its capabilities, type, and which other services it communicates with. 
 
3.1.1 Home Service 
 
Home service is the portal of the instructors and students to the services used for a course. It is an 
application service to which the students and instructors can login using their web browsers. For 
each course, there are links to the different application services used in that course. The home 
service may also provide general information about the environment to the instructors and 
students by communicating with other services when they log in to their homes. For example, 
when a student logs in to the home service, the home service may send a service request to the 
announcement service asking if there are any new announcements since that particular student’s 
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last login. The announcement service then sends a response message back stating the number of 
new announcements for the student. Then the home service prompts the user about the new 
announcements so that s/he can click the link of the announcement application service, log in to 
that service, and view new announcements.  
 
The home service can also provide graphical user interfaces to pure web services used in the 
environment. In the above example, the announcement service is assumed to be an application 
service that a student logs in through its own user interface to view the announcements. If the 
announcement service is a pure web service that does not provide any user interface but only 
communicates with other services through web service messages, then the home service asks for 
the announcements to the announcements web service by sending a SOAP request message, and 
the announcements web service then sends them back in a SOAP response message. Upon 
receiving the response message, the home service displays the announcements through its own 
user interface. In that case, the home service should also provide user interfaces for different 
operations such as posting new announcements, deleting them, and modifying them. When an 
instructor posts a new announcement through the home service user interface, the home service 
sends the new announcement with other necessary information such as the ID of the student 
posting the announcement, IDs of the intended recipients, and announcement text, to the 
announcement service, which then makes sure that the announcement is properly stored in the 
announcements database. Later on when one of the recipients logs in to his/her home, the 
announcement service sends the new announcement to the home service for displaying it to the 
user.  
 
Considering the mapping to the model-view-controller paradigm [Microsoft 2007c], the 
announcement service here corresponds to the model and the controller, as it stores the data (i.e. 
the announcements) and provides the application logic to handle the data. The home service 
corresponds to the view, as it just provides the user interface and do not provide any processing 
logic or store any data.  
 
The home service is also used by the instructor at the beginning of the semester to compose the 
environment to be used for the course. When an instructor wants to view available services, a 
service request asking for the available services is sent to the service directory (where this 
directory is located is explained in section 3.2), which then sends them back to the home service. 
After viewing the available services, the instructor chooses the services to subscribe so that they 
can be used in the course environment. When an instructor is subscribed to a service, the 
subscription is recorded by the home service in its own database so when a student or the 
instructor logs in to his/her home, a link to that particular service is displayed to him/her.  
 
3.1.2 Announcement Service 
 
Using the announcement service, instructors and students can post announcements which can be 
viewed by the other participants of the course. The announcement service can be an application 
service which the instructors and students access through their web browsers, or it can be a pure 
web service that stores announcements and provides them to other services in SOAP messages. 
An announcement service can have different features such as file attachment support, ability to 
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save draft announcements for later completion, and setting different priority levels for 
announcements.  
 
If the announcement service is implemented as a pure web service and supports file attachments, 
the file attachments can be sent using the SOAP with attachments standards [W3C 2004]. Also, 
if a new announcement is urgent, the announcement service can use mobile information services 
to send it to the mobile devices of participants. While posting a new announcement, if the user 
chooses the option of sending it to the other participants’ mobile devices, the announcement 
service sends a service request to the appropriate mobile information service, which then sends 
the new announcement to the mobile devices of the other participants. The announcement service 
can also use the messaging service to send a notification message to the participants when a new 
announcement is made. 
 
3.1.3 Forum Service  
 
Forum is an application service that can be used by the instructors and students for threaded 
discussions. Using the forum service, instructors and students can create public or private forums 
that can be used in discussions. Users can view existing discussions, create new discussion 
topics, and post messages to discussions.  
 
The forum service can communicate with the messaging service so that when a user posts a 
message to the forum and chooses the other participants to be notified about the new post, the 
forum service sends a service request to the messaging service for sending notification messages 
to the intended participants. It can also use a mobile information service to send the new post to 
the mobile devices of users, if it is something urgent. 
 
The forum service can also associate users’ messages with their profile pictures so that the 
instructor can get familiar with the students and their level of participation in discussions. The 
profile pictures can be retrieved from the data service of the institution’s database as the 
instructor subscribes to the forum service, and can be changed by users later on. 
 
3.1.4 Messaging Service 
 
The messaging service can be used by the participants of a course to send private text-based 
messages to each other. The messages can have different priority levels, which is an important 
feature for the messages sent by the context-awareness service. 
 
The messaging service can be implemented as a separate application service, or as a pure web 
service that works in communication with the home service so that the users can view or send 
messages through the graphical user interface of the home service. The messaging service can 
also provide the option of sending emails along with messages, for which it can use a separate 
web service, or can provide this functionality in its own application logic.  
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3.1.5 Chat Room Service 
 
The chat room service is an application service that can be used by the instructors and students to 
engage in real-time and unstructured discussions with each other. Using the service, users can 
create private or public chat rooms that are used for discussion. The chat room service can store 
the chat logs so that the users can view them later on if they need.  
 
3.1.6 Collaboration Services 
 
Collaboration services are application services that enable participants to simultaneously share 
public areas (e.g. a whiteboard that is visible to each participant and anyone can write on) and 
documents, work together on the same document, engage in discussions, and work 
collaboratively in learning and finding solutions to problems.  
 
Collaborative work and learning strategies are essential in online learning systems [Hiltz and 
Turoff 2002]. Therefore an OLE can employ more than one service for different purposes. These 
services are especially important when students participating in an online course are 
geographically dispersed and do not have the chance to engage in face-to-face discussions.  
 
Efficient communication channels are very important in collaboration services to achieve the full 
potential of collaboration. Available communication services in the environment can be used 
together with a collaboration service if communication features are not provided by it. For 
example, Dimitracopoulou [2005] identifies that both “free” and “structured” communication 
modes are important in collaboration. Therefore, the chat room, messaging, and 
audio/videoconferencing services can be used as free communication channels, and the forum 
service can be used as a structured communication channel along with the collaboration service. 
The collaboration service can itself provide communication means to the users and this is 
identified as being important by Dimitracopoulou [2005], especially when working on a shared 
artifact (e.g. a whiteboard, a document) since having the communication and the artifact in the 
same window reduces the amount of cognitive effort spent.  
 
3.1.7 Audio/Videoconferencing Service 
 
An audio/videoconferencing service is an application service that enables users to participate in 
conferencing over the web using audio and/or video. Using their web cameras and microphones, 
users engage in conferencing sessions through their web browsers.  
 
Real-time streaming of audio and video over the Internet Protocol (IP) backbone of the Internet 
can be done using the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [IETF 2003]. RTP defines a 
standardized packet format for delivering audio and video over the Internet. The RTP standard 
does not specify whether it should be used over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP); although in practice UDP is much more common. This is because 
UDP is faster than TCP since it does not guarantee delivery or correct package ordering, and 
does not employ any time-consuming mechanisms to achieve these. In a real-time audio or video 
application it is more important to have a timely service than having occasional out-of-order or 
lost packets. 
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RTP can be used together with control protocols such as the Real-Time Streaming Protocol 
(RTSP) [IETF 1998] for media streaming, and H.323 [Microsoft 1999] or Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP) [IETF 2002] for video conferencing and Voice over IP (VoIP) applications.   
 
Since web browsers, which use HTTP communication, can not support real-time audio or video, 
small applications called plug-ins can be used for sending/encoding and receiving/decoding 
multimedia data. Plug-ins are very commonly used today in web browsers and when a user of the 
audio/videoconferencing service connects to the service for the first time, a plug-in can be first 
installed by the service on-the-fly before the user participates in the audio/videoconferencing 
session. An audio/videoconferencing service can also store the audio and video data, which can 
later be listened/viewed by the users as stream, or can be downloaded to their computers.  
 
3.1.8 Assignment Service 
 
The assignment service is an application service that is used by the instructors and students for 
operations related to assignments. Instructors can upload assignments to the system, which then 
become visible to the students taking the course. If the instructor chooses to do so, the 
assignment service can send a service request to the messaging service to notify the students 
about the new assignment. It may also communicate with the announcement service so that a 
new announcement is posted when the assignment is uploaded. 
 
If an instructor permits, an assignment can be stored in the database of the assignment service 
and made available to other instructors using the same service. This way, an instructor can have 
ideas while creating a new assignment for his/her course by looking at the assignments of other 
similar courses.  
 
The assignment service is used by the students to view assignments and submit solutions to 
them. If the nature of the assignment allows (for example, if it is a programming assignment that 
can be evaluated using black-box methods), the assignment service can immediately grade the 
assignment (or can use another service for that, if available), and let the student know the result.  
 
The instructor can view the submissions of students, write comments about them, and grade them 
through the assignment service. If the instructor chooses to do so, the assignment grade and 
instructor’s comments can be sent as a notification to the students using the messaging service. 
The assignment service can also communicate with the gradebook service to send the grades of 
assignments as the instructor marks them. This way, the instructor does not have to enter the 
grades of the students one by one into the gradebook as this has already been done as s/he graded 
them using the assignment service.   
 
3.1.9 Assessment Service 
 
The assessment service is an application service that is used for operations related to online 
exams and quizzes. Instructors can create online exams and quizzes, and the students can take 
them using the service. Similar to the idea in the assignment service, the assessment service can 
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also store the questions if the instructor permits, which then become available to other instructors 
while creating their own exams and quizzes.  
 
Having online exams and quizzes is useful in terms of having the so-called “computer-adaptive” 
tests, in which the next question is determined based on the answers to the previous questions. In 
computer-adaptive test, if the student answers a question correctly, the next question is selected 
from the harder question stack, and if s/he answers it incorrectly, the next question is selected 
from the easier question stack. The instructor can create questions with different levels of 
difficulty and let the service select the questions to ask as a student is taking the exam. 
 
The assessment service can also grade multiple-choice tests, and let the students know their 
grades immediately. Using the assessment service, the instructor can view the exams and quizzes 
of the students, evaluate them, and grade them. Similar to the assignment service, the assessment 
service can also send the grades to the gradebook service to store, and use the messaging service 
to send notification messages to students containing their grades and the comments of the 
instructor.  
 
3.1.10 Gradebook Service 
 
The gradebook service is an application service that is used to store the grades of students. The 
instructor uses the gradebook service to enter grades of students, upon which the gradebook 
service can use the messaging service or the announcement service to notify the students that 
new grades are uploaded. The gradebook service can also be in communication with the 
assignment and assessment services and receive grades automatically from them.  
 
The gradebook service can also perform (or use other available services to perform) different 
statistical operations on the grades and create graphs based on them. Various statistical 
calculations can be performed, and they can be represented in different charts such as pie charts, 
bar charts, and histograms. If a different service is to be used for creating those graphs, the 
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format [W3C 2003a], which is a W3C standard, can be used. 
SVG makes it possible for the images to be represented as XML documents, thus making their 
transportation within SOAP messages straightforward. 
 
3.1.11 Context-Awareness Service 
 
Context-awareness service is a pure web service that works in conjunction with various different 
services in the environment. The idea of context-awareness is letting the user know about the 
activities of others that might be of interest to him/her.  
 
A context within an OLE can be defined as any place “where user actions and interactions occur” 
[Amelung 2005]. A context can be defined in different granularity levels; for example the 
environment of a particular course is a context, a single discussion board is a context, and a 
project group of students in a course is another context. The social context of a user is 
determined by the memberships and recent activities of the user in different contexts. At a given 
time, some of the contexts are more relevant to the user’s social context than the others, and the 
user should be notified about activities in those contexts with a higher priority then the activities 
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in less relevant contexts. These notifications aim to increase the awareness of the user, which is 
defined by Dourish and Bellotti [1992] as the “understanding of the activities of others”.  
 
The context-awareness service should be in communication with various other services in the 
environment to be kept updated about the social context of the user and use the messaging 
service for sending context-aware notification messages to users. For example, when a student is 
enrolled in a particular course, this information should be sent to the context-awareness service, 
which then records this new context of the user, and expand his/her social context. Similarly, 
when a user posts a new message under a particular topic in the forum, this activity should be 
sent to the context-awareness service, which then records the activity of the user within that 
context. So later on, when a student taking the same course posts a new message to the same 
topic, the context-awareness service should use the messaging service to send a high priority 
notification to the user about that activity. The priority of that message would be lower if the 
activity was determined less irrelevant to the user’s social context; for example, if the student 
posting the message is from a different course. 
 
The context-awareness service should let the users evaluate the incoming context-aware 
notifications, and express their level of interest in them. So, when the user receives a notification 
related to an activity in a particular context found relevant by the context-awareness service and 
is not interested in the activities happening in that context, or wants to receive lower or higher 
priority notifications about those activities, s/he should be able to let the context-awareness 
service know about that by sending feedback about the received notification. When the context-
awareness service receives this feedback, it should record it and use it later on while sending 
context-aware notifications to that user.  
 
Having the opportunity to express feedback is also important for the “activity discovery” 
property of the context-awareness service [Amelung 2005]. Activity discovery aims to promote 
the expansion of user’s social context by letting him/her know about the activities happening in 
outside contexts that are not directly relevant to the user’s current social context. When those 
kinds of context-aware notifications are sent to the user (presumably with a lower priority 
initially), the user can express his/her level of interest about those notifications, which then is 
used by the context-awareness service in determining whether to send further notifications to the 
user about activities happening in that context, and if so, with what level of priority.  
 
3.1.12 Mobile Information Services 
 
Mobile information services aim to act as the bridge between different services in the OLE and 
the mobile devices of users. There are mainly two kinds of mobile information services; the ones 
that provide two-way communication with handheld devices with browsing capabilities (e.g. 
PDAs, smart phones), and the ones that provide one-way communication with handheld devices 
without browsing capabilities (e.g. mobile phones).  
 
The first kind of services is used by the handheld devices to browse the appropriate content 
within the OLE.  Mobile devices have much less processing and displaying capabilities than 
desktop or laptop computers, thus making the web pages intended for desktop and laptop 
computers inappropriate, as they may contain unnecessary information and/or abundant graphics. 
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Therefore, the first kind of mobile information services aim to provide the data of other services 
in a format that is understandable and easily digestible by mobile devices. 
 
Wireless Access Protocol (WAP), and recently WAP 2.0, is the standard that is used by mobile 
devices for browsing web pages [OMA 2007]. A web page needs to be specified in Wireless 
Markup Language (WML) according to the WAP standard or in Extensible HyperText Markup 
Language Mobile Profile (XHTML Mobile Profile) according to the WAP 2.0 standard to 
become accessible by mobile devices. Both WML and XHTML Mobile Profile are XML-based 
languages that can be parsed and displayed by the standards-compliant web browsers on mobile 
devices. If an Internet site wants to make its web pages available to mobile devices for browsing, 
it needs to publish those pages in WML or XHTML Mobile Profile. WML and XHTML Mobile 
Profile pages can be made dynamic by using server-side languages such as PHP, ASP, and Perl, 
so that they can display dynamic content, such as the data retrieved from a database. 
 
The first kind of mobile information services makes it possible for the mobile clients to view the 
data of other services by providing their content in a lightweight manner using WML and 
XHTML Mobile Profile formats. This way, the developers of those services do not have to create 
WML and/or XHTML Mobile Profile versions of their web pages; they just need to send the data 
to the mobile information service, which then sends it to the mobile device in the appropriate 
format. For example, when a student wants to view his/her grades using his/her PDA, instead of 
going to the web page of the gradebook application service, s/he goes to the web page of the 
mobile information service, logs in to the service by entering his/her username and password, 
and asks to view his/her grades. The mobile information service then sends a service request to 
the gradebook service asking for the grades of that particular student, and gets the result back in 
a service response. Using the data, it creates the lightweight WML or XHTML Mobile Profile 
page, and sends it to the browser of the mobile device for displaying it to the student.  
 
The second kind of mobile information services are used as part of the communication 
capabilities of the environment. They make it possible to send Short Message Service (SMS) 
messages to the users’ mobile phones by using commercial web services that offer this 
capability. A service in the environment can send a service request to the mobile information 
service when it wants the notification to be also sent as an SMS message to the intended users. 
For example, when the instructor posts a new announcement using the announcement service and 
chooses the option to send the announcement also as a SMS message to students taking the 
course, the announcement service sends a service request to the mobile information service, 
which then processes and forwards this request to the commercial service to send the 
announcement as an SMS message. 
 
3.1.13 Resource Service 
 
The resource service is an application service that makes it possible for users to upload and share 
documents. A user can upload a document to the resource service and can set the list of users that 
the document will be available to. When one of those users logs in to the resource service, s/he 
can view and download the document. The resource service can be used by the instructor to 
share course documents (e.g. syllabus, lecture notes) with students, and it can be used by the 
students to share private documents among them. The resource service can also use the 
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messaging service or the announcement service for letting the users know when a document is 
uploaded. 
 
3.1.14 Content Management Service 
 
The content manage service is an application service that facilitates the instructor in creating 
course content. The content management service provides a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What 
You Get) editor that can be used by the instructor to create different course content such as 
documents, images, and web pages. The WYSIWYG feature enables the instructor to view what 
the final result will look like while creating the content.  
 
If the instructor permits, the content management service can store the content created by the 
instructor and make it available to the other instructors using the service. This way, an instructor 
creating the content for his/her course can have ideas by viewing the examples that have been 
created by other instructors.    
 
3.1.15 Survey Service 
 
The survey service is an application service that is used by the instructor to create online surveys. 
The students then can view and complete the surveys, and the results will be stored by the survey 
service for the instructor to view. The survey service can be used by the instructor to create 
his/her own teaching evaluations. Similar to the assignment and assessment services, the survey 
service can also store the previous questions created by other instructors and make them 
available to an instructor while s/he is creating his/her own survey. The survey service can also 
be used to create peer evaluation forms which are used in courses where projects are done in 
groups and the students need to evaluate the performance of their group members at the end of 
the semester. The survey service can use a statistical operations service to perform statistical 
calculations on the survey data and create graphs based on them.   
 
3.1.16 Schedule Service 
 
The schedule service is an application service that is used by the students and instructors for 
organizing their schedule using a calendar format. Users can add different kinds of events on 
their calendar, and can set notification preferences so that the schedule service can use the 
messaging service to send a notification message and/or an email to the user as the event date 
approaches. Apart from the private schedule of each user, a common calendar can be created for 
the whole class at the beginning of the semester, which then can be used by the instructor and 
students to post events that will be visible to everyone taking the class. 
 
3.1.17 Wiki Service 
 
The wiki service is an application service that is used by the students and instructors to create 
and use wikis. Wikis are web pages whose content can be added, modified, and deleted by any 
user. A wiki service can also maintain a change log so that the users can keep track of the 
changes made to the wiki, and view older versions. Using the wiki service, instructors and 
students can create different wikis that may be available to everyone, or to only a particular 
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group of users. For example, the instructor can create a wiki for the students to choose time slots 
for project demonstration, which will be available to all students. Similarly, a particular group of 
students in the same project group can create a wiki for their discussions, which becomes 
available only to the students in that group.   
 
3.1.18 Learning Tools Service 
 
The learning tools service is an application service that provides different learning tools to the 
students that utilize different techniques such as interactive/non-interactive animations and 
exercises. The animations can be used to graphically explain some of the concepts and 
demonstrate how they work in action. They can also be interactive. For example, an animation 
that demonstrates congestion control mechanisms in computer networks can let the users set 
some of the parameters such as the number of packets, line bandwidth, and packet loss rate. This 
way the user can change the parameters to see how the system works in different conditions and 
grasp a better understanding of the material. The interactive exercises can be used to explain a 
particular concept to the students by asking questions in between explanations, and provide more 
detailed explanations in case they get the questions wrong. This way, the exercise can make sure 
that when it is completed, the student must have gotten adequate grasp of the material. 
 
The different animations and exercises can be provided through plug-ins that are installed on the 
user’s web browsers when they log in to the learning tools service for the first time. Different 
learning tools can be uploaded by the instructor for the students to use, and if the instructor 
permits, they can be made available to other users of the service. This way, an extensive pool of 
various learning tools can be created that can be utilized by the students and instructors using the 
service.    
 
 
3.2 Proposed Architecture 
 
This section describes the proposed OLE PSOA using a number of DoDAF representations. 
 
3.2.1 OV-1: High-Level Operational Concept Graphic 
 
An OV-1 diagram depicts a high-level overview of an architecture and provides a high-level 
description of the different components in the architecture and their operations [DoDAF 2004c]. 
An OV-1 diagram is constructed in free-format form and has to be accompanied with descriptive 
text. Its purpose is to provide an introduction to the architecture description. The OV-1 diagram 
of our OLE PSOA is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Our OLE PSOA is a service-oriented architecture and is based on the web services standards. At 
the heart of the architecture lies the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) component. Recently, ESB has 
emerged as the essential part of an SOA implementation as it is the component that realizes the 
classical “publish-find-bind” model of web services [Schmidt et al. 2005] shown in Figure 3. 
ESB facilitates the communication between services connected to it and outside services, 
maintains a list of available services and enables the connected services to discover and use 
them, allows services to publish their capabilities and requirements in terms of policy 
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declarations, applies various mediation patterns to messages traveling within itself, ensures 
transactional properties, and orchestrates the overall process flow among the services.  
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Figure 2. OLE PSOA OV-1 Diagram 
 
 
In our OLE PSOA, each institution is expected to maintain its own ESB with its own services 
connected to it. Instructors and students from other institutions can use these services as long as 
there is a mutual agreement between the institutions. It is the job of the ESB to provide secure 
and controlled access to its services by outside parties. Having a localized architecture like this is 
useful in the sense that it reduces the overall complexity and makes the architecture scalable. As 
a new alliance is made with a new institution, the students and instructors can start using the 
services provided by that institution. 
 
The services that are connected to the ESB can be of various types, but their communication with 
the ESB follows the web services standards, which are SOAP for messaging, WSDL for service 
description, WS-Policy for policy declarations, and WS-Security for secure communication. In 
our OLE PSOA, there is no direct communication between two services; all the communication 
goes through the ESB. This increases the flexibility of the system in many ways as it removes 
some of the burden from the shoulders of a service, such as maintaining security agreement 
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details for all services, employing different message transformation and/or encryption logic, and 
resolving compatibility issues, as these are provided by the ESB. A service just needs to be able 
to communicate adequately with the ESB.  
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Figure 3. Web Services “Publish-Find-Bind” Model 
 
 
As stated in section 3.1, different types of services can be connected to the ESB. Application 
services are the most common ones that are accessible by the students and instructors through 
their web browsers. Some examples of application services include gradebook services, forum 
services, and announcement services. For example, a student can login to the gradebook service 
through his/her browser and view his/her grades for a particular course. Application services can 
be accessed through wired and wireless connections by different devices such as desktop 
computers, laptop computers, and PDAs (although their access is partly provided through mobile 
information services). Whatever functionality they provide to their users, the application 
services, like any other service connected to the ESB, communicate with the other services 
through the ESB using web services standards. For example, if an application service needs data 
about a particular student, it sends a SOAP request message to the data service storing that 
information, and expects a SOAP response message containing the requested information. After 
this exchange is made, the application service is free to use/display/store the data in any way it 
needs.    
 
Data services are the ones that provide access to data which is stored in databases connected to it. 
For example, a data service might provide access to the central database of a particular 
institution. When another service requests data from a data service by sending a SOAP request 
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message, the data service fetches this data from the database and sends it back to the requesting 
service inside a SOAP response message.  
 
Pure web services are the ones that do not provide access to an application or provide database 
data to other services. They provide certain functionalities for the other services to use and they 
communicate only through web services interfaces (i.e. they do not provide graphical user 
interfaces like the application services do; they just exchange SOAP request and response 
messages with other services). For example, a pure web service can provide some statistical 
operations, which can be used by different services, such as the gradebook service.  
 
Mobile information services are the ones that enable communication with mobile devices that 
may or may not have browsing capabilities. They are mainly used in collaboration with other 
services. Some mobile information services provide access to other available services and their 
data (albeit in a limited sense), whereas the others enable communication with mobile devices of 
users. For example, an announcement service may notify a mobile information service to send an 
SMS message to the cell phones of the students whenever the instructor posts a new 
announcement. It is the job of the mobile information service to make the necessary message 
transformations and external service utilizations to make this communication possible.   
 
Also, it should be stated that the terms “service requester” and “service provider” applies to any 
service based on its role in the communication process. A service can act as the service provider 
in one situation, and as the service requester in another one. For example, when the gradebook 
service requests the statistical operations service to make some calculations on its grade data, the 
gradebook service is the service requester and the statistical operations service is the service 
provider. While making the calculations, the statistical operations service might use the 
operations of another service (for example a median calculation service), and this makes it the 
service requester, and the median calculation service the service provider. 
 
3.2.2 OV-2: Operational Node Connectivity Description 
 
An OV-2 diagram depicts the operational nodes (and organizations) and the information 
exchange lines between them (referred as “needlines”) [DoDAF 2004c]. The needlines do not 
necessarily map directly to physical links or interfaces between components. They also do not 
indicate anything about how the information transfer is done. They just state that the components 
on each side of a needline exchange the information specified next to the arrow in the graphical 
representation. An operational node is defined as “an element of the operational architecture that 
produces, consumes, or processes information” [DoDAF 2004c]. What an operational node 
represents can vary; it can represent a human being, an organization, or a logical and functional 
grouping. In the graphical description, the capabilities of an operational node are listed next to it. 
The OV-2 diagram of our OLE PSOA is shown in Figure 4.  
 
In the OLE architecture, students and instructors use the available services to perform various 
educational activities. They communicate with a service, and the protocol used in this 
communication depends on the implementation of the service. For example, if the service being 
used is a web-based client/server system, the user accesses the service through his/her web 
browser, and the message exchanges between the user’s web browser and the server of the 
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service are done through HTTP.  If the service being used is a mobile information service, the 
user accesses the service through the web browser of his/her mobile device, and the message 
exchanges between the user’s web browser and the service are done through WAP.  
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Figure 4. OLE PSOA OV-2 Diagram 
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The service consumption activities performed by the students and instructors can be various 
things, depending on the available services, such as environment composition (performed by the 
instructor at the beginning of the semester to select the services to be used and compose the 
environment), chatting, posting to/viewing forums, audio/videoconferencing, and taking online 
exams.  
 
As a service responds to the requests of the students and instructors, it might use other services 
available. The list of available services (both internal and external ones), their WSDL 
specifications, and policy declarations are maintained by the ESB. This information can be used 
by the other services to select the appropriate service to use. It can also be used by the instructor 
while composing the environment for his/her course. When a service requester wants to use the 
services of a provider, it does not send the request directly to that provider, but sends it through 
the ESB. ESB can perform any necessary mediation operation (e.g. validating messages using 
the security agreement stored in the internal security directory, changing XML dialects) on the 
incoming message and forwards it to the appropriate destination. If the destination of a message 
is an internal service that is connected to the ESB, then it is directly forwarded to that service. If 
the destination of a message is a service that is in an external ESB (i.e. it is an external service), 
the message is forwarded to the ESB gateway, which performs the necessary address mappings 
and forwards the message to the gateway of the corresponding ESB. When the external ESB 
gateway receives the message, it forwards it to the external ESB, which then sends it to the 
external service provider. 
 
The ESB gateway is the component that enables the ESB to connect to other ESBs. It provides 
controlled access to the internal service providers so that the external service requesters can use 
them. It also forwards the requests of the internal service requesters to external service providers. 
It maintains a set of rules for performing the appropriate mapping of service requests and 
responses flowing through it. It is also responsible for the validation of external service requests 
sent to it. When an external service request is validated, it is forwarded to the appropriate service 
provider within the ESB; otherwise, it is discarded. If there is a security agreement between the 
two ESBs, the ESB gateway should also apply the required security settings into the messages it 
sends to the external ESB gateway. 
 
More details about the organization of components (i.e. subcomponents, their connections) are 
given in the SV-1 and SV-2 diagrams. How they operate with each other is described in OV-5 
and OV-6 diagrams. 
 
3.2.3 SV-1: Systems Interface Description 
 
An SV-1 diagram depicts system nodes, the residents of the system nodes, and the interfaces 
between the systems and system nodes [DoDAF2004c]. The interfaces (both within different 
nodes and within the node residents) are explained in more detail in SV-2. SV-1 and SV-2 
together clarify the operational nodes in OV-2 and depict how they map to system nodes. The 
SV-1 diagram of our OLE PSOA is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. OLE PSOA SV-1 Diagram 
 
 
In our OLE PSOA, students and instructors use the services that are connected to an ESB. As 
specified before, the communication between the service and the students and instructors can be 
done using various protocols, depending on the application. The students and instructors do not 
communicate with the ESB in any way; they do not even have to be aware that the services they 
are using are connected to other services through an ESB. While the students and instructors are 
using an application service, the application service might send a service request to another 
service on the ESB (or on an external ESB) to perform some required functionality. For example, 
when an instructor posts a new announcement using the announcement service and specifies that 
he/she wants the announcement to be sent as a notification to the registered students’ mobile 
phones, the announcement service sends a service request to the mobile phone service with the 
necessary information (e.g. announcement text, phone numbers of the recipients). Upon 
receiving the service request, the mobile phone service sends the announcement to the mobile 
phones of the user, and sends a confirmation message back to the announcement service. Upon 
receiving the confirmation message, the announcement service prompts the instructor that the 
operation is completed successfully.  
 
The services in our OLE PSOA never communicate with each other directly; they always 
communicate through the ESB. When the announcement service specified above wants to use the 
mobile phone service, it sends the service request to a particular address on the ESB. When the 
ESB receives that request, it processes the message, makes the address translation, and forwards 
it to the mobile phone service on the ESB. If the mobile phone service is in another ESB, the 
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service request is forwarded to the ESB gateway. Upon receiving the service request, the ESB 
gateway processes the message, performs the address mapping, and sends it to the gateway of the 
ESB where the mobile phone service resides. After the mobile phone service receives the service 
request and performs the required action, the response message is sent back using the reverse 
path.  
 
The service integration bus within the ESB enables different components of the ESB to 
communicate with each other. It also connects the ESB to the ESB gateway by integrating with 
the service integration bus within the ESB gateway. The service integration bus has a number of 
addressing points, each of which can be assigned to a particular application [Keen et al. 2005]. 
When an application is connected to the service integration bus through an addressing point, it 
becomes a destination, can receive messages that have been sent by the other applications 
connected to the bus from its input queue, and send messages to them. The service integration 
bus contains a messaging bus to route messages among destinations.  
 
The ESB contains a number of components connected to the service integration bus. The service 
definition and policy directory is the counterpart of a UDDI directory in the ESB and it maintains 
the WSDL definitions and policy declarations of services that are available to the other services 
connected to the ESB. The service definition and policy directory lists both internal services 
(belonging to the same ESB) and external services (belonging to other ESBs). Services can query 
the service definition and policy directory to view available services, learn how to communicate 
with them, and learn about their policy declarations. The communication details (e.g. which 
address to send SOAP messages, which port to use) of a service in the service definition and 
policy directory are relative to the ESB itself since there is no direct connection among services. 
 
A service can also declare policies along with its communication details. As stated by Schmidt et 
al. [2005], a policy expresses “anything a service wants the world to know about it other than 
what messages it understands”. These may include quality of service specifications, available 
digital certificates, or expected encryption methods. In its policy description, a service can 
specify what it can do as a service provider in terms of its capabilities, as well as its expectations 
from the requestors that want to use it. It can also specify what it can do as a service requester, in 
terms of what it is willing to do before requesting service from other providers. The service 
policy declarations can be used by a service to determine the appropriate service to use. Policy 
declarations can be made using the WS-Policy specifications. 
 
The internal security directory maintains the necessary information to fulfill the requirements of 
a secure communication with the connected services. The digital certificates that the ESB uses 
while communicating with the services connected to it are maintained in this directory. There 
may be different certificates used for communicating with different services. Since the ESB is 
the entity that communicates directly with the services, the root certificates of all the certificate 
authorities that are used by the connected services are also stored here. Additionally, the public 
keys of the digital certificates of the connected services are maintained in the security directory 
so that they can be used when the ESB sends service requests to them. This way, a service that 
wants to use another service does not need to know about the security expectations of that 
service; it just securely sends its message to the ESB according to the agreement between them. 
The ESB then validates the message according to this security agreement, and if the validation is 
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successful, applies the necessary security settings according to the agreement between itself and 
the target service, and sends the message to the target service. If the target service is an external 
service, instead of sending itself, the ESB forwards the message to the ESB gateway after 
validating it successfully, and then the ESB gateway applies the necessary security settings based 
on the agreement between the external ESB and itself, and sends the message to the external 
ESB gateway.   
 
All the directories that are connected to the service integration bus are wrapped around 
applications that handle the incoming requests to the directories by acting as the bridge between 
the directories and the other destinations on the bus. For example, a request coming to the 
internal security directory is received by the internal security directory application, which then 
parses the request, retrieves the required data from the internal security directory, and sends it 
back to the requesting destination on the bus. 
 
The mediation services offer different message processing capabilities that can be used by the 
components attached to the service integration bus. The available mediations on a service 
integration bus are analogous to an API library. Different mediations can be added to the service 
integration bus. A mediation is attached to a particular addressing point and can be called by the 
other applications by sending messages to that address. Upon completing its processing, the 
mediation application sends the response message back to the calling destination on the bus. 
Mediations can perform various operations, including: 
 

- Transforming messages from one format to another (for example, from one dialect of 
XML to another one). 

- Encrypting messages. 
- Validating a message to see if it is coming from a legitimate source. 
- Routing the message to another destination if its intended destination is unavailable. 
- Applying security settings into outgoing messages. 

 
ESB administration is responsible for the administration of the ESB in general. It provides means 
for configuring ESB parameters and activity monitoring to the ESB administrators through a 
graphical user interface. ESB administration component monitors the activities going on in the 
service integration bus and logs information about those activities. This logged data can be 
monitored by the ESB administrators to understand possible security vulnerabilities, illegal 
service requests, and general usage statistics of the ESB.  
 
The service integration bus in the ESB is connected to the service integration bus in the ESB 
gateway, which is the component that connects the ESB to the rest of the world. The structure of 
the service integration bus in the ESB gateway is the same as the service integration bus in the 
ESB, with addressing points and applications attached to these points. The details of the 
connection between these two buses are provided in the SV-2 diagram. 
 
The rules directory in the service gateway contains the necessary mapping rules for the incoming 
and outgoing messages. Using the mapping information, the ESB gateway retrieves the address 
to which an outgoing message is to be sent. This way messages are appropriately sent to the 
external ESB gateways. 
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The external security directory serves the same functionality as the internal security directory of 
the ESB, but only it maintains the necessary security information that is used while 
communicating with the external ESBs. It stores the digital certificates that are used while 
communicating with external ESBs, their public keys, and the root certificates of their certificate 
authorities. Whenever a message is received by the ESB gateway, it is validated by checking 
against the security specifications set between the ESB gateway and the external ESB. Similarly, 
the ESB gateway applies the appropriate security settings to the messages that it sends to the 
external ESBs. 
 
Similar to the directories in the ESB, the directories connected to the service integration bus in 
the ESB gateway are wrapped around applications that handle the incoming requests to the 
directories by acting as the bridge between the directories and the other applications connected to 
the bus. 
 
Different mediations can also be deployed in the ESB gateway based on the functionality needs. 
For example, one mediation can be used to validate incoming messages, another mediation can 
be used to apply the required security settings into the outgoing messages. 
 
Finally, the ESB gateway administration component in the ESB gateway serves the same 
functionality as the ESB administration but only it is used for administering the ESB gateway. 
 
3.2.4 SV-2: Systems Communications Description 
 
An SV-2 diagram details the interfaces among various system and operational nodes by 
elaborating on how they communicate with each other to realize the interfaces described in the 
SV-1 diagram [DoDAF 2004c]. The SV-2 diagram of our OLE PSOA is shown in Figure 6. 
 
The ESB and the ESB gateway reside in separate system nodes. Within a node, different 
components are integrated by a messaging bus that enables message passing among the 
components connected to it by acting as a message-oriented middleware (MOM) and supporting 
a messaging schema such as the Java Message Service (JMS) [Sun 2007]. These components can 
be residing on the same application server or on different application servers, and are connected 
to the messaging bus through the messaging engines on those application servers. In that sense, 
the messaging bus in the figure is an abstraction of a collection of communicating message 
engines, to which different components are attached and send and receive messages using a 
messaging API abstraction such as JMS. When two communicating messaging engines are 
residing on remote application servers, the messages between them are sent over a transport layer 
security protocol such as the Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for 
ensuring secure communication.  
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Figure 6. OLE PSOA SV-2 Diagram 
 
 
The two messaging busses on the ESB and the ESB gateway communicate through dedicated 
remote messaging engines, each of which is attached to the corresponding messaging bus. These 
messaging engines communicate using the same messaging schema (e.g. JMS) that is used by the 
messaging bus. Other destinations on the messaging bus send their messages to the services on 
the other side through those remote messaging engines. The messaging engines define a common 
mapping format and attach this mapping information to the messages they send to the other side. 
This way, when one of the remote messaging engines receives a new message from the engine 
on the other side, it forwards this message to the appropriate destination on its own messaging 
bus using the mapping information. 
 
For all the services connected to the ESB, and for all the external ESBs, there is a pair of 
inbound and outbound services defined. There is also an inbound service for the service 
definition and policy directory in the ESB (an inbound service needs to be defined for all the 
services that can receive service requests, be it an internal service, external service, or a 
component within the ESB). Each inbound service has its own address through which it receives 
incoming SOAP messages sent by the service requesters over HTTP. These addresses are 
maintained in the service definition and policy directory and are made available to service 
requesters upon request.   
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A message sent to a particular service is first received by the inbound service of that service. 
After the inbound service receives the incoming messages, it processes (for example, validates 
the incoming message by using a validation mediation) and forwards the message to the 
outbound service, which then performs its own processing (for example, applies the necessary 
security settings to the message using a security application mediation) and sends the message to 
the service. If a service is available to any external ESB, an inbound service for that service is 
also defined in the ESB gateway, which receives the messages sent to that service from the 
external ESBs (the Service A in the diagram is such an example) and forwards them to the 
corresponding outbound service in the ESB. If services from an external ESB are open to use by 
the services in an ESB, the inbound service for that ESB is also defined in the ESB, with the 
outbound services residing in the ESB gateway (external ESBs A and B in the diagram are such 
examples). Since the inbound and outbound services are at a higher granularity level for an 
external ESB (i.e. any message destined for an external service is sent to the same address, which 
is the address of the inbound service of that external ESB gateway), it is the job of the outbound 
service in the ESB gateway to map the address to which the message is to be sent. The mapping 
information used to perform this is added by the service requester and the format of this mapping 
information is provided to the service requester by the ESB when the communication details of 
an external service are asked for. This information provided should be consistent with the 
mapping information maintained in the rules directory in the ESB gateway.  
 
Having separate inbound and outbound services defined for a service, together with the idea of 
mediations is useful as it separates the functionality between the components, thus reducing their 
coupling and increasing their cohesion. An inbound service is responsible for receiving the 
message, authenticating the sender and checking if message integrity and confidentiality is 
preserved. If not, the message is discarded immediately without even notifying the outbound 
service. The outbound service is responsible for applying the necessary security settings into the 
messages it receives from the messaging engine, and sending the message to the target service. 
The inbound and outbound services are solely concentrated on achieving the functionality they 
provide. The job of the inbound service is to process the message appropriately and forward it to 
the appropriate outbound service, and after that point it is done. Similarly, the outbound service 
is responsible for expecting messages from the messaging bus, processing them appropriately, 
and making sure that they are received by the target service (maybe by using algorithms that 
resends messages in case of timeouts). The inbound and outbound services may even be utilized 
by other components on their own. For example, when an inbound service receives a message 
and if the target service is unavailable at that time, it may search for other available services 
serving the same or similar functionality, and if a match is found, forwards the message to that 
outbound service (possibly after applying some necessary transformations). While performing all 
these processing tasks, the inbound and outbound services can always use mediations, which are 
again concentrated on providing a single functionality. For example, one mediation might be 
offering validation service to incoming messages, one might be offering transformation services 
to messages, and another might be offering security application to the outgoing messages. 
 
More information about how all these components work together can be found in the OV-5 and 
OV-6c diagrams in section 3.2.5, which depict the sequence of activities in different scenarios. 
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3.2.5 OV-5: Operational Activity Model and OV-6c: Operational Event Trace 
Description 

 
An OV-5 diagram describes “operations that are normally conducted in the course of achieving a 
mission or a business goal” [DoDAF 2004c]. It describes the series of activities, the parties 
involved (i.e. operational nodes), and the information flow among these parties while achieving a 
capability. It also provides the necessary foundation for depicting activity sequencing and timing 
in the OV-6c diagram, which shows a time ordered examination of the information exchanges 
between participating operational node components and their subcomponents.   
 
In this section, two capabilities are selected for description with OV-5 and OV-6c diagrams. 
They are chosen because they involve all the operational nodes in action and therefore provide a 
sufficient understanding of how the system works. The OV-5 diagrams are expressed in both 
possible forms: hierarchical form and flow form. OV-6c diagrams are provided in necessary 
depth and detail to show the details and timely sequencing of the activities depicted in the OV-5 
diagrams.  
 

3.2.5.1 Compose Environment Capability 
 
3.2.5.1.1 OV-5 Hierarchical & Flow Diagrams 
 
At the beginning of the semester, the instructor needs to select the services to use and compose 
the environment to be used for the course. The hierarchical OV-5 diagram of this capability, 
depicting the decomposition of activities, is shown in Figure 7.  
 
The instructor first views the services that are available using the environment composition 
application service. The list of available services is stored by the ESB in the service definition 
and policy directory and is provided to the instructor upon request. After the instructor views the 
available services, s/he may choose to subscribe to the ones s/he wants. When the instructor 
chooses a service to subscribe to, a request is sent to the target service through the ESB. After the 
target service receives the subscription, it accepts it and requests some initial data it requires. For 
example, if the instructor wants to subscribe to the gradebook application service, upon receiving 
the request, the gradebook application service asks for the details of students that are enrolled in 
the course to store this information in its own database so that it can authenticate students when 
they try to log in to the gradebook application service through their web browsers. After this data 
is sent to the target service, the target service sends a subscription confirmation back to the 
environment composition application service, which records the subscription in its own database 
so that the instructor can view the services he has already subscribed to when s/he logs into the 
environment composition application service. 
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Figure 7. OLE PSOA Compose Environment OV-5 Hierarchical Diagram  
 
 
The OV-5 flow diagram of the compose environment capability is shown in Figure 8. A box in 
the diagram represents an activity. The nodes that take part in that activity are listed next to it. 
The arrows that connect the activities show the information flow between them. The nature of 
the exchanged information is specified next to or above the arrow.  
 
The instructor uses the environment composition application service to view available services 
and select the ones to subscribe to. While providing functionality to the instructor as a regular 
web-based client/server application, the environment composition service also communicates 
with the ESB using SOAP over HTTP. When the instructor wants to view the available services 
that s/he can use, the environment composition application service sends a service request to the 
ESB asking for a list of the available services. Upon receiving this request, the ESB retrieves the 
available services and their policy declarations, and sends them back to the environment 
composition application service, which then displays them to the instructor. When the instructor 
wants to subscribe to a service, the environment composition application service sends the 
subscription request to the ESB, which then forwards it to the target service. For this particular 
scenario, the target service is assumed to be within the same ESB, so the request is sent to the 
target service without going through the ESB gateway.  When the target service receives the 
subscription request, it accepts this request and requests some initial data from the data service 
(e.g. enrolled student list, their usernames and passwords). This data service may be the database 
of the institution where the information about students, instructors, and courses is stored (the 
database of the institution should be connected to the ESB through web services interface to be 
able to realize this communication). The information that is used in the data request (e.g. course 
number, semester) can be sent together with the subscription request, or the target service can 
ask it explicitly after receiving the subscription request. Upon receiving the request, the data 
service retrieves the requested data and sends it back to the target service through the ESB. 
When the target service receives the data, it sends a subscription confirmation to the environment 
composition service, which stores the subscription information in its own database so that the 
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instructor can view the services subscribed when s/he logs in to the environment composition 
service later on. Since the environment composition service is part of the home service, the 
stored subscription information enables the creation of a link to that particular service when the 
instructors and students log in to their homes. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. OLE PSOA Compose Environment OV-5 Flow Diagram 
 
 
3.2.5.1.2 OV-6c Diagrams 
 
The OV-6c diagrams further show the details of the activities depicted in the OV-5 diagrams. 
Figure 9 and Figure 10 together detail the “Request Available Services” and “Retrieve & Send 
Available Services” activities. The whole OV-6c diagram is split into two diagrams just for 
space and representation purposes, so the diagram in Figure 10 essentially continues from where 
the diagram in Figure 9 left off.  They together make up the OV-6c diagram for the “Request 
Available Services” and “Retrieve & Send Available Services” activities. 
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Figure 9. OLE PSOA OV-6c Diagram of the “Request Available Services” and “Retrieve & 

Send Available Services” Activities 
 
 
The instructor first requests to view the available services that s/he can use in the environment of 
his/her course. Since the environment composition service is a web-based client/server 
application, the instructor does this through the graphical user interface of the environment 
composition application service using his/her web browser. When the instructor wants to view 
the available services, an HTTP request is sent to the server of the environment composition 
application service. Up to that point, the interaction is between the instructor and the 
environment composition application service, the ESB has not come into play yet.  
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Figure 10. OLE PSOA OV-6c Diagram of the “Request Available Services” and “Retrieve 

& Send Available Services” Activities (continued) 
 
 
When the server receives the request from the client, it creates a SOAP request message asking 
for the available services stored at the ESB service definition and policy directory, and sends it to 
the ESB over HTTP.  The address of the message is the address of the service directory inbound 
service, so the message is received by that inbound service. The service directory inbound 
service first needs to check if the service sending the request message is valid and the message 
integrity and confidentiality is preserved. It uses a validator mediation to do this. It calls the 
validator mediation by sending a message to its address on the messaging engine, which contains 
the incoming message to be validated. Upon receiving the validation request, the validator 
mediation asks for the details of the security agreement between the ESB and the environment 
composition application service to the internal security directory application. The internal 
security directory application retrieves the security agreement details from the internal security 
directory and sends them to the validator mediation.  The validator mediation then checks to see 
if the message complies with the security agreement (how this is done is explained in the WS-
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Security section 1.2.2.1.5), and if it does, notifies the inbound service. Since the message is now 
verified  (if it had not been, it would be discarded by the inbound service, which would also 
notify the ESB administration about this illegal connection attempt so that it could be logged), 
the inbound service forwards the request message to the service definition and policy directory 
application. Upon receiving the request, the service definition and policy directory application 
retrieves the service WSDL and policy declarations from the service definition and policy 
directory, and sends them to the outbound service of the environment composition application 
service. The outbound service needs to apply the necessary security settings into the message 
before sending it so that the environment composition application service can validate the 
message upon arrival. The outbound service can use a mediation to apply the required security 
settings into the message. It calls the message security application mediation, which then 
requests the security requirements from the internal service directory, applies the required 
security settings into the message, and sends it back to the outbound service. Since the message 
is now secured, the outbound service sends the SOAP message over HTTP to the environment 
composition application service. 
 
Figure 11 shows the OV-6c diagram of the “View Available Services & Request Subscription” 
activity. After the instructor views the available services, s/he chooses to subscribe to one of 
them (referred as the “target service”), and a SOAP request message is sent to the inbound 
service of the target service by the environment composition application service. The inbound 
service then uses the validator mediation to validate the incoming message. After the message is 
validated successfully, the message is forwarded to the outbound service of the target service. 
Before sending it, the outbound service applies the necessary security settings into the message 
by using the message security application mediation and then sends the secured SOAP message 
to the target service over HTTP. 
 
The other activities in the flow diagram for the Compose Environment capability are not shown 
here using OV-6c diagrams since the operations itself and the operational nodes involved are 
essentially the same as the ones shown in Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11, but only the end 
services involved, the flow of direction, and the content of the incoming and outgoing messages 
are different. 
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Figure 11. OLE PSOA OV-6c Diagram of the “View Available Services & Request Service 

Subscription” Activity 
 
 

3.2.5.2 Use Service Capability 
 
3.2.5.2.1 OV-5 Hierarchical & Flow Diagrams 
 
As a student (it may as well be an instructor but in this particular scenario a student is chosen) is 
using an application service, that service might need to use the functionality provided by another 
service based on the needs of the student. When this happens, it sends a service request to that 
service, which then performs the necessary operations, creates a service response, and sends it 
back to the requesting service. This section details the activities involved in achieving this 
capability. 
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The OV-5 hierarchical diagram of this capability is shown in Figure 12. When the student 
requests a particular functionality from the application service s/he is using (for example, while 
using the gradebook service, s/he might want to see some statistical calculations and graphs 
based on the grades), the application service (gradebook service) requests to use the functionality 
of another service (the statistical calculations web service) by sending a SOAP request message 
to it. Here it is assumed that the gradebook service already knows about the statistical 
calculations service and how to call it; if it didn’t, it should have first asked the ESB to see if 
there are any available services that offer the functionality it requires, and how it can access 
those services. The request is forwarded by the ESB to the appropriate service, which then 
performs the necessary operations, creates the result, and sends a SOAP response message back. 
The response message again is forwarded by the ESB to the requesting application service, 
which then uses it to provide the functionality the student had asked for. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12. OLE PSOA Use Service OV-5 Hierarchical Diagram 
 
 
The OV-5 flow diagram showing the activities, the operational nodes involved, and the content 
of the exchanged information is shown in Figure 13. When the application service the student is 
using needs the functionality provided by another service (referred as the “target service”), it 
sends a SOAP request message over HTTP to the ESB. In this particular scenario, the target 
service is assumed to be in an external ESB, so that the ESB forwards the incoming request 
message to the ESB gateway. The ESB gateway performs the necessary address mapping 
operations, applies the required security settings into the message, and sends it as a SOAP 
message over HTTP to the external ESB gateway. Upon receiving the message, the external ESB 
gateway forwards the message to the target service. After receiving the service request, the target 
service performs the necessary operations, creates a SOAP response message, and sends it to the 
external ESB (which is its own ESB from the target service’s point of view), which then 
forwards it to the external ESB gateway. The external ESB gateway performs the necessary 
operations, applies the required security settings, and sends the SOAP response message over 
HTTP to the ESB gateway. This time, the external ESB appropriately maps the incoming 
response message and forwards it to the ESB, which then sends the SOAP response message to 
the requesting application service. The application service can now provide the functionality that 
the student had asked for.  
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Figure 13. OLE PSOA Use Service OV-5 Flow Diagram 
 
 
3.2.5.2.2 OV-6c Diagrams 
 
The OV-6c diagrams further show the details of the activities depicted in the OV-5 diagrams. 
Figure 14 and Figure 15 together detail the “Request Functionality” and “Process & Forward 
Request” activities. The whole OV-6c diagram is split into two diagrams just for space and 
representation purposes, so the diagram in Figure 15 essentially continues from where the 
diagram in Figure 14 left off.  They together make up the OV-6c diagram for the “Request 
Functionality” and “Process & Forward Request” activities. 
 
The student first asks for a particular functionality from the application service that s/he is using 
through his/her browser. To be able to provide the functionality, the application service needs to 
use the functionality provided by a service in an external ESB. So the application service first 
creates a SOAP request message and sends it to the ESB over HTTP. The address of this request 
message is the address of the inbound service of the target external ESB. The message also 
contains specific mapping information included in it, which is used by the outbound service in 
the ESB gateway to get the appropriate address to send the message from the rules directory. 
This mapping information is provided to the services by the ESB as part of the communication 
details with the external services. This way, the service requester can add this information to the 
messages that are sent to external services.  
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Figure 14. OLE PSOA OV-6c Diagram of the “Request Functionality” and “Process & 
Forward Request” Activities 

 
 
Upon receiving the message, the inbound service of the external ESB first validates the message 
using the validator mediation. After the message is validated successfully, the inbound service 
forwards it to the ESB remote messaging engine, which then sends it to the ESB gateway remote 
messaging engine. The ESB gateway remote messaging engine forwards the message to the 
outbound service of the external ESB. Upon receiving the message, the outbound service in the 
ESB gateway retrieves the address to where the message is to be sent (which is the address of the 
inbound service of the target service in the external ESB) from the rules directory by using the 
mapping information added by the service. After getting the address, the outbound service uses 
the message security application mediation on the ESB gateway to apply the required security 
settings to the message. The message security application mediation gets the details of the 
security agreements between its own ESB gateway and the external ESB gateway from the 
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external security directory application in the ESB gateway. After the SOAP message is secured, 
it is sent by the outbound service to the external ESB gateway over HTTP. 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 15. OLE PSOA OV-6c Diagram of the “Request Functionality” and “Process & 
Forward Request” Activities (continued) 

 
 
Figure 16 and Figure 17 together detail the “Process & Forward Response” activity. The whole 
OV-6c diagram is split into two diagrams just for space and representation purposes, so the 
diagram in Figure 17 essentially continues from where the diagram in Figure 16 left off.  They 
together make up the OV-6c diagram for the “Process & Forward Response” activity.  
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The external ESB gateway sends the service response message as a SOAP message to the ESB 
gateway over HTTP. The message is received by the application service inbound service, to 
whose address the message was sent. Upon receiving the message, the inbound service first 
validates the message using the validator mediation in the ESB gateway. Validator mediation 
gets the security details from the external security directory application. After the message is 
successfully validated, the inbound service forwards the message to the ESB gateway remote 
messaging engine, which then sends it to the ESB remote messaging engine. The ESB remote 
messaging engine forwards the message to the outbound service of the application service. The 
outbound service uses the message security application mediation to apply the required security 
settings into the message before sending it out. The message security application mediation gets 
the security requirements from the internal security directory application. After the SOAP 
message is secured, the application service outbound service sends it to the application service 
over HTTP.  
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Figure 16. OLE PSOA OV-6c Diagram of the “Process & Forward Response” Activity 
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Figure 17. OLE PSOA OV-6c Diagram of the “Process & Forward Response” Activity 
(continued) 
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CHAPTER 4:  QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE 
ARCHITECTURE 

 
This chapter presents a qualitative evaluation of our proposed OLE PSOA described in Chapter 3 
with respect to the quality model presented in Chapter 2. 
 
Accessibility: Accessibility has two aspects. The first aspect is related to the capability of the 
OLE to make its components easily locatable by its users. From that aspect, our OLE PSOA 
satisfies accessibility to a sufficient extent. The environment composition service in our OLE 
PSOA displays all the available services in the environment to the instructor. Using this service, 
the instructor can easily find the available services in the environment. Similarly, the home 
service in our OLE PSOA acts as a portal to the services used in particular course environment 
and contains links to the services that are used for that course. Using the home service, a user can 
access to the different services used for that course.  
 
The second aspect of accessibility is related to the degree of the OLE to be usable by as many 
people as possible, including people with disabilities. From that aspect, the level of accessibility 
possessed by our OLE PSOA depends entirely on the accessibility levels of the services present 
in it.  This is because in our OLE PSOA, the services are the points of interaction with the users, 
and the accessibility level of a service depends entirely on the features it offers to its users to 
promote accessibility (for example, a service can provide higher contrast versions of its user 
interfaces for people with vision impairment [Microsoft 2006], or can employ speech recognition 
capabilities for people that have difficulty using keyboards and mice because of diseases such as 
Parkinson’s disease and muscular dystrophy [Microsoft 2007b]). In that sense, it is not possible 
to evaluate the accessibility of our OLE PSOA on its own as it depends solely on the 
accessibility levels of the services in it.  
 
Assessment quality:  Our OLE PSOA enhances the assessment quality as a result of providing 
the assessment functionality as a service and making it possible to prepare and conduct online 
computer-adaptive tests. Since the assessment service in our OLE PSOA is used by different 
instructors in different institutions, it can store the exam questions prepared by those instructors, 
if the instructor allows it to do so. This results in the creation of a question pool that can be used 
by the instructors while creating their own exams. This way, the assessments can be made more 
valid and/or reliable by using or adapting questions that have been commonly used and proved 
before. The assessment service also enables the instructors to prepare computer-adaptive tests, 
which have been shown to have validities and reliabilities equal to or greater than the validities 
and reliabilities of comparable conventional tests even with reductions in test lengths by 50% 
[Meijer and Nering 1999; Weiss and Kingsbury 1984]. 
 
Collaboration quality: Our OLE PSOA enhances the collaboration quality by providing different 
collaboration services that can be used along with other collaboration and communication 
services. Since our OLE PSOA is based on the idea of having different services that are available 
for the students and instructors to choose from, there is a number of collaboration services 
present in the environment that can be selected and used by the students and instructors based on 
their needs. Students and instructors can select different collaborative services that best fulfill 
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their requirements to achieve efficient collaboration. Our OLE PSOA also enables the instructors 
and students to use different communication services along with the collaboration services and 
this increases the quality of collaboration. For example, a shared whiteboard service can be used 
together with an audioconferencing service for more effective collaborative work. 
 
Communication quality: Our OLE PSOA enhances the communication quality by providing 
different communication services that the instructors and students can select based on their 
communication needs. Also, the mobile information services extend the communication 
capabilities of our OLE PSOA by enabling it to communicate with the mobile phones of users. 
 
Composability: The way our OLE PSOA is designed enables the instructors to compose their 
course environments by choosing from many different interoperable services available. The 
definitions and capabilities of these services are maintained by the ESB and are made available 
to the instructor through the environment composition service upon request. The instructor views 
different available services and based on the requirements of his/her course, composes the 
environment by subscribing to the selected services. Composability is among the key quality 
characteristics that are greatly enhanced by our OLE PSOA as a result of providing functionality 
as separate interoperable services. 
 
Content quality: The quality of the course content is directly dependant on the instructor creating 
the content but our OLE PSOA enhances the content quality by employing a content 
management service that aims to facilitate the instructor in creating course content. The 
WYSIWYG editor provided by the content management service enables the instructor to create 
high quality content in less time. Also, using the content management service, the instructor can 
view the content created by other instructors using the same service and create better quality 
content with the help of those examples. 
 
Context-awareness quality: Context-awareness quality is greatly enhanced by our OLE PSOE by 
utilizing a dedicated context awareness service. The context-awareness service continuously 
receives information from the other services in the environment to be able to follow the activities 
of a user in different contexts and keep track of his/her social context. The messaging service 
supports the activities of the context-awareness service by making it possible for the context-
awareness service to send notification messages with different priority levels. This way, the 
context-awareness service sends appropriate context-aware messages to the users and also 
supports different features such as activity discovery. 
 
Course management quality: Our OLE PSOA is composed of many different services each 
providing a particular functionality that is used to manage a different aspect of an online course. 
Also, new services can be added to the environment any time based on the emerging or changing 
course management needs. This way, our OLE PSOA is capable of providing a complete set of 
services that fulfill every aspect of online course management, and therefore satisfying course 
management quality to a sufficient extent. 
 
Customizability: The level of customizability supported by our OLE PSOA depends entirely on 
the customizability levels of the services present in it. This is because customizability is related 
to the capabilities of a service in terms of allowing its users to change the appearance of its user 
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interface. In that sense, it is not possible to evaluate the customizability of our OLE PSOA on its 
own, as it depends solely on the customizability levels of the services present in it.  
 
Dependability: Dependability of our OLE PSOA is assessed by three different indicators: 
availability, reliability, and security. 
 
Availability: The availability of our OLE PSOA architecture perceived by the users depends on 
the availability of individual services and the ability of our OLE PSOA to make the necessary 
services available to the users. The availability of an individual service solely depends on the 
implementation of the service itself and is independent from the design of our OLE PSOA. But 
our OLE PSOA enhances the second aspect of availability, which complements the first aspect. 
Our OLE PSOA enables the users to substitute the functionality provided by a service by finding 
and using other services that serve the same or similar functionality in case the service in use 
becomes unavailable. For example, the instructor can immediately subscribe to another 
videoconferencing service in case the one that is in use becomes unavailable. Substitution of 
functionality can also be provided by the architectural components in our OLE PSOA, such as an 
inbound service forwarding an incoming request to another outbound service in case the target 
service becomes unavailable. 
 
Reliability: Our OLE PSOA is capable of enhancing reliability by making it possible to distribute 
architectural components over different computers connected to the network, thus minimizing 
single points of failure. In our OLE PSOA, the components making up the ESB and the ESB 
gateway are connected through a messaging bus and can be residing on different machines. This 
way, the effects of a failure in one of the components over the overall workflow in the 
architecture is reduced. On the other hand, in our OLE PSOA, some functionality in the ESB and 
the ESB gateway that are of crucial importance to the other components are not distributed over 
these components but are provided by dedicated components for the sake of achieving low 
coupling and high cohesion, such as the security mediations and the remote messaging engines. 
Such a design negatively affects the reliability of the overall system as a failure in one of those 
components can bring the entire operation down. For example, a failure in one of the remote 
messaging engines brings the communication between the ESB and the ESB gateway to a halt.  
 
Security: Security is satisfied to the sufficient extent by our OLE PSOA by using and enforcing 
different security standards. Using WS-Security standards makes it sure that the communication 
with the ESB and ESB gateway is properly authenticated, and message integrity and 
confidentiality are preserved. This way, any intrusive attempts by unauthenticated parties are 
blocked, it is made sure that messages are not modified on their way, and are not made available 
to unauthorized third parties. Furthermore, the components in the ESB and the ESB gateway in 
our OLE PSOA communicate using transport level security protocols such as SSL and/or TLS to 
ensure secure communication in case these components are residing on remote machines. 
 
Learning effectiveness: Learning effectiveness is enhanced by our OLE PSOA by the use of the 
dedicated learning tools service. The learning tools service provides an extensive set of 
animations and exercises that can be used by the subscribers of that service. Animations that 
demonstrate certain concepts aim to increase the interest of the students by employing the “watch 
and learn” approach. Furthermore, the interactive animations and live exercises enable the 
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students to interact with them, therefore making them actively participate in the learning process. 
Instead of just following the examples given in the textbook, by using interactive animations, 
students can adapt them as they like by changing certain parameters to observe the concepts in 
action. The live exercises reduce the amount of time spent for understanding a particular topic by 
providing the student immediate knowledge about the concepts s/he has been found deficient in. 
The learning effectiveness can further be enhanced if these animations and live exercises can be 
used in the classroom setting, either through students’ laptop machines or their handheld devices 
(in this case, the learning tools service should be able to provide the animations and live 
exercises in compliant forms with handheld devices). 
 
Performance: Performance of our OLE PSOA is assessed by two different indicators: efficiency 
and response time. Efficiency is further assessed by three different indicators: algorithmic 
efficiency, architectural efficiency, and resource use efficiency. 
 
Algorithmic efficiency: Evaluating our OLE PSOA in terms of its algorithmic efficiency is 
directly related to the implementation of the services and the architectural components in it. In 
that sense, our OLE PSOA can not be evaluated in terms of algorithmic efficiency without 
considering an actual implementation of it as the implementation itself directly determines the 
overall algorithmic efficiency. For example, a statistical calculations service or a particular 
mediation can be implemented with different levels of algorithmic efficiency, and this affects the 
overall algorithmic efficiency of our OLE PSOA. 
 
Architectural efficiency: If assessed from a performance point of view, the design of our OLE 
PSOA negatively affects the architectural efficiency. This is because functionality is separated 
among different architectural components for the sake of achieving high cohesion and low 
coupling. Inbound services, outbound services, and mediations are all designed as separate 
components in our architecture since they provide different functionalities. Similarly the ESB 
and the ESB gateway are envisioned as being separate system nodes as they are conceptually 
separate elements. The architectural components communicate with each other through 
messaging and this takes more time than it would if they had been implemented as a single 
component handling all the operations itself, therefore decreasing the overall architectural 
efficiency in terms of performance.  
 
Resource use efficiency: Resource use efficiency is satisfied to a sufficient extent by our OLE 
PSOA as a result of having localized architectural components (both functional and data storage 
components) that do not duplicate functionality or data and can work together at the same time 
on different tasks complementing each other. Common data is stored in directories (service 
definition and policy directory, internal and external security directories, and rules directory) and 
are not duplicated in different locations, thus not wasting storage resources. Similarly, common 
functionality is not replicated in different components but is encapsulated and provided by 
different mediations. Since the overall workflow of activities are divided among them, 
mediations, inbound and outbound services work together at the same time on different tasks 
without having to wait for the others to finish as they can always process the incoming messages 
from their input queues, and this facilitates the efficient use of processor time.   
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Response time: Response time is negatively affected by the design of our OLE PSOA, especially 
for operations that make use of the other services heavily. In our architecture, whenever a service 
needs the functionality provided by another service, it sends a request message to the ESB, the 
ESB processes this incoming message and sends it to the service provider, the service provider 
parses the message upon receiving it, performs the requested operation, and sends the result back 
to the ESB, which again processes the response message, and sends it back to the service 
requester. Having all these operations increases the response time as a result of the processing 
involved, and the unpredictable nature of the network bandwidth.   
 
Supportability: Supportability of our OLE PSOA is assessed by six different indicators: 
adaptability, conformity, extensibility, interoperability, maintainability, and scalability. 
 
Adaptability: Adaptability is enhanced by our OLE PSOA as a result of its design that makes the 
addition of new services to the environment straightforward. Based on the changing 
requirements, new services addressing these requirements can be added to an ESB, and by 
publishing them in the service definition and policy directory, they instantly become available to 
the users.  
 
Conformity: Conformity is satisfied to a sufficient extent by our OLE PSOA as it adheres to the 
established standards of authorities. Communication with the services is done using SOAP (a 
W3C standard), service description is done using WSDL (de facto standard today, and is 
expected to be a W3C standard soon), policy declarations are done using WS-Security (an 
OASIS standard), and secure communication is achieved using WS-Security (an OASIS 
standard) with digital certificates from established certificate authorities.  
 
Extensibility: Extensibility is greatly enhanced by our OLE PSOA since it is composed of 
loosely-coupled services and functionally separated architectural components that communicate 
by messaging. New services addressing new capabilities can easily be added to the ESB by 
defining new inbound and outbound services, adding security specifications to the security 
directories, and publishing service definitions and policies in the service definition and policy 
directory, after which they become available to the users and other services. Similarly, existing 
services can be modified to address new capabilities and these modifications are reflected to the 
other services simply by making the necessary changes in the security and the service definition 
and policy directories. New architectural components can also be added to our OLE PSOA in a 
straightforward manner by associating their messaging engines with the messaging bus. For 
example, new mediations addressing new capabilities can be added to the messaging bus and can 
start to be used by the other architectural components by sending messages to it. Existing 
architectural components can also be modified on their own to address new capabilities, without 
requiring modification in the other architectural components as long as their messaging interface 
is not modified.   
 
Interoperability: Interoperability is enhanced by our OLE PSOA as a result of using standard 
formats for communication among the services and the architectural components. Any service 
adhering to the web services standards can communicate with the ESB and therefore with the 
other services in the environment. Our OLE PSOA also enables two ESBs to connect to each 
other by communicating through their ESB gateways, which use a common format and define 
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mappings in their rules directory to be able to appropriately send and receive messages to and 
from each other. 
 
Maintainability: Maintainability is greatly enhanced by our OLE PSOA as a result of the low 
coupling among the services and the architectural components. Any modification made to a 
service does not require a modification in any component in the ESB as long as the service 
interface is not changed. Similarly, modifications made to the architectural components do not 
require modification in any other component as long as the messaging interface is kept the same. 
For example, a service or a mediation can change the way it implements a certain operation it 
provides to the other services or components, but the other components do not need to be aware 
of this change if the way they request that operation is not changed. 
 
Scalability: The services in our OLE PSOA are residing on different computers. Similarly, the 
architectural components making up our OLE PSOA can potentially be distributed over several 
computers connected to the network. This distributed nature enhances the scalability of our OLE 
PSOA as new components or services that are residing on different computers can be added to 
the architecture without requiring the sharing of the existing resources. This way, to address the 
increasing number of users and the increasing amount of processing, new components and 
services can be added to meet this increase without being bound by the existing system 
resources. 
 
Ubiquity: Ubiquity is enhanced by our OLE PSOA. Services are accessible by any device with 
an Internet connection (i.e. desktop and laptop computers). Furthermore, mobile information 
services make it possible for the mobile devices with browsing capabilities (i.e. PDAs, smart 
phones) to access the services. Also, mobile information services make it possible for some of 
the information to be sent to the mobile phones of the users, which are among the most 
ubiquitous devices in use today. 
 
Usability: Services are the main points of interaction of the users with our OLE PSOA. 
Therefore, the level of usability perceived by the users directly depends on the service 
implementations and is independent of the design of our OLE PSOA. On the other hand, the 
service-based and composable nature of our OLE PSOA affects certain aspects of usability. 
Providing a functionality as a service accessible over the network enables the service providers 
to keep track of a large base of user activities, understand the usage trends of users, and getting 
immediate feedback from the users about their problems; which is not possible in online learning 
systems that are installed on users’ computers. Using this data, service providers can make 
appropriate changes to their services to increase their usability, and these changes become 
immediately available to the service users, again because of the functionality being provided as a 
service over the network. On the other hand, the service-based composable nature of our OLE 
PSOA negatively affects some usability aspects such as the user error rate or ease of learning, 
since the set of services used in course environments can be different and can change over time. 
For example, a student using a particular assessment service in one course environment may 
have to switch to another assessment service in another course environment and have to learn 
how to use the new service. This changing nature of our OLE PSOA can increase the overall user 
error rate and decrease the overall ease of learning when compared to a more traditional online 
learning system in which the set of tools are fixed.  
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CHAPTER 5:  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 
5.1 Conclusions 
 
This thesis describes a Web Services based pervasive Service-Oriented Architecture for Online 
Learning Environments. The “publish-find-bind” model of web services is very promising in 
theory, but in practice, the need for a connective and administrative layer to realize it properly is 
determined. In the proposed architecture, an Enterprise Service Bus is used for that purpose. 
Using an ESB, the architecture could have been designed in a very centralized manner (i.e. all 
the services of all the institutions being connected to a central ESB), but this was not favored 
since it would be infeasible. Instead, the proposed architecture tries to find a balance between 
autonomity and extensibility by making it possible for the institutions to maintain their own ESB 
and services in an autonomous manner, but still be able to use the services of other institutions 
by connecting to their ESBs through ESB gateways. This way, the architecture can scale up as 
different institutions start to offer services through their ESBs. 
 
The architecture is designed in a way to fulfill the basic architectural principles of low coupling 
and high cohesion. Separate functionality is put into separate components (e.g. ESB for 
connecting and administrating services, ESB gateway for connectivity to other ESBs, separate 
inbound and outbound services for services and external ESBs), and common functionality and 
data is encapsulated within different components (e.g. mediations, security directory, service 
definition and policy directory) for use by the other components in the architecture. This 
approach decreases the overall performance of the architecture since it increases the 
communication and messaging among components, but we believe it is worth the level of 
extensibility achieved.  
 
The possible services defined for the architecture tried to address some of the important issues in 
online learning. Since online learning is lacking the class atmosphere and therefore a social 
environment for students, the services offered by an online learning environment should enable 
the students to be aware of the activities in the environment to the greatest extent, and have 
effective communication and collaboration channels to be able to simulate a social environment 
as much as possible. Various collaboration and communication services were defined, and to be 
able to address the awareness of students, the idea of context-awareness from pervasive 
computing was adapted with a social focus. 
 
Another set of services addressed the issues of pervasiveness of the architecture by facilitating 
the accessibility of services by mobile devices. This mobile information services also enhances 
the communication capabilities of the environment by enabling the services to reach out to the 
mobile phones of the users, which are among the most pervasive devices in use today. 
 
The delivery of certain capabilities as services was found useful in terms of enriching their 
content and increasing their quality. For example, providing the online assessment functionality 
as a service results in the creation of a question pool that can be used and improved by 
instructors continuously, or having a learning tools service results in the accumulation of a large 
set of animations and exercises that can be used by its subscribers.  
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The proposed list of services is in no way exhaustive as this is against the very idea of an SOA 
removing the limitations on the capabilities provided by the architecture, as new services can 
always be added to the environment and start being used by the subscribers. The same is also 
true for our proposed OLE PSOA; new services can always be added to the environment by 
institutions and this enhances the capabilities of the architecture. 

 
 

5.2 Contributions 
 
The major contributions of this study are as follows: 
 

• A quality model for OLEs is created. Since online learning is tightly bound to the OLE 
used to realize it, the quality model not only includes architectural quality indicators, but 
also pedagogical quality indicators so that a complete assessment based on it can be 
possible. 

• A set of services for the OLE architecture is proposed. The possible communication 
patterns among them and how they work as services accessible through interfaces over 
the Internet is explained. The services try to address issues like pervasiveness, context-
awareness, communication and collaboration, along with more traditional capabilities 
that are expected to be found in an OLE. 

• A PSOA for OLEs is developed and described using a number of DoDAF 
representations. The architecture description demonstrates and explains the architectural 
components, and how they work together to make the communication between the 
proposed services possible. The architecture also employs an ESB component, which is a 
fairly new idea in SOA, and shows how an SOA can be realized using an ESB. 

• The proposed architecture is evaluated using the created OLE quality model. 
 
 
5.3 Future Research 
 
This study is a first step through adapting a promising architectural paradigm (SOA) to a field 
(online learning) that is becoming increasingly common. It tries to establish the architectural 
components, determine how functionality can be provided as services, and how some 
pedagogical issues inherent in online learning can be addressed. The future research can be 
directed in two separate branches. 
 
The first branch is related to the architectural issues and the ways of providing functionality as 
services. The proposed architecture makes use of an ESB as the connecting and administrative 
component. The ESBs were designed as autonomous entities that are connected to other ESBs. 
Such a design fulfills its goals by greatly enhancing the composability and extensibility of the 
environment, but at the same time negatively affects the performance, which is already an 
inherent problem in web services based SOA. So the architecture can be refined to address 
performance issues and evaluated in terms of how those refinements affect other quality 
characteristics. Also, effective ways to provide different capabilities of an OLE as services need 
to be investigated and further refined.  
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The second branch is related to addressing pedagogical issues while designing for online 
learning. Online learning has its own pedagogical characteristics and these should be considered 
while designing OLEs. This study tried to address these issues by considering them in the 
proposed quality model, but they can be further refined, and if possible, an approach that directly 
involves them along with the more traditional requirements in the architectural design process 
can be developed. 
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